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An introduction to Harvest 
Brighton & Hove
Harvest Brighton & Hove started in 2009 with Big Lottery Local Food funding. The overarching 
aim of the project was to increase the amount of food grown by communities in the city by 
increasing both the land available and the number of people involved. 
 
Today Harvest supports local people to grow their own and to eat more local food, by giving 
people new skills and helping to find more land for food growing. People can get involved 
through growing at home, volunteering at a food project, coming on a training course or 
attending community food events. Harvest also supports community groups that sell, cook 
or grow local food. Since 2009 Harvest has featured in national reports, TV and press as a 
pioneering urban agriculture project. This evaluation report has been produced as the initial 
four-year Local Food funding is coming to an end. The project’s business plan recognised that 
the initial funding was a significant first step towards realising the vision of a thriving local food 
system. This evaluation report tells the story of the progress that has been made so far.

  In the four years since its launch Harvest Brighton & Hove has:  

•	Helped	triple	the	number	of	community	growing	projects	in	the	city	to	76,	with	a	number	
of projects in new spaces like parks, estates and railway stations.
•	Influenced	strategies	and	guidance	that	support	food	growing	at	a	local	level,	including	

developing the nationally significant Planning Advice Note on Food Growing. 
•	Established	community	composting	and	started	24	composting	projects,	diverting	42	

tonnes of waste each year. 
•	Harvested	more	than	300	trees	through	the	

Scrumping Project, processing over 10 tonnes of 
fruit and generating over £12,000 in sales.
•	Delivered	the	Big	Dig	project	in	2012/13,	during	

which approximately 4,000 volunteers gave 15,000 
volunteer hours to growing projects across the city.
•	Created	a	city-wide	network	of	food-growing	

projects - developing their confidence, skills and 
helping their sustainability.
•	Created	a	city-wide	platform	to	communicate	

about food growing including the use of social 
media, especially Twitter.
•	Made	it	possible	for	more	people	to	experience	the	

diverse and valuable benefits of food growing.
•	Become	a	leading	voice	on	local	food	issues	in	

the UK and given oral evidence to the House of 
Commons Select Committee on Sustainable Food.

Headlines

The aims of Harvest 
•	increase	the	amount	of	food	

produced locally 
•	improve	access	to	local	food	
•	increase	skills	and	confidence	

of local people in growing food 
•	improve	awareness	of	the	

benefits of growing, buying and 
eating local produce across all 
communities in the city
•	ensure	strategies	and	guidance	

that support land use and 
infrastructure for urban 
agriculture are developed and 
implemented within the city
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Harvest demo garden
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Harvest’s activities

Harvest’s local activities include:
•	training	courses	on	food	growing
•finding	more	land	for	food	growing	

(including a demonstration vegetable 
garden in a public park)
•	support	and	networking	for	

community gardens
•	a	garden-share	scheme
•	local	food	events	
•	a	scrumping	project	that	picks	

unharvested fruit from local trees.  

Harvest works to open up new land for 
growing across the city. This includes 
working on policies and strategies to support 
food growing in the longer term. 
It also does work to support community food 
projects, including providing support on 
accessing land and advice on issues such as 
funding, growing and volunteering. 
As a Local Food Fund Beacon Project, 
another key element of Harvest was to 
disseminate what has been learnt to support 
similar work in other cities, both within the 
UK and internationally.  

The local context

Although Brighton & Hove sits in the 
affluent South East, it suffers from pockets 
of deprivation. Eight percent of the City’s 
neighbourhoods are among the poorest 
10% in the country, and 21% are amongst 
the most deprived 20%, placing Brighton 
& Hove within the 25% most deprived local 
authorities in the country.
There are growing health inequalities, 
and deprived wards in the city have a life 
expectancy up to ten years lower than more 
affluent wards. In addition, Brighton & Hove 
has a large ecological footprint, 25% of which 
is attributed to how we produce, distribute 
and consume our food. 
(Spade to Spoon: A Food Strategy for Brighton 
& Hove, 2012)
Brighton & Hove is also a compact city with 
enormous pressures on land – for housing, 
recreation and nature conservation. The 
2011 census figures show that more people 
live in flats than in houses. Many of these 
have little or no outside space. There are 
particular challenges around access to land 
for growing, as evidenced by the consistently 

Harvest Launch
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long allotment waiting lists (approximately 
2,000 people waiting for as many plots). 
Despite these challenges, Brighton & Hove 
has shown a strong interest and support for 
food work. It was one of the first cities to 
write	a	food	strategy	in	2003.	The	formation	
of the Food Partnership followed soon after 
and many other cities interested in taking a 
strategic approach to food have subsequently 
looked to its unique model.
The consultation undertaken to inform 
the Local Food Fund bid included a survey 
completed	by	270	people	who	expressed	an	
interest in seeing more food growing in the 
city. Nearly 80% of respondents stated they 
would like to grow some of their own food if 
they had the space. Even those who weren’t 
interested in growing their own at home or 
on an allotment expressed an interested in 
becoming involved in a community growing 
project. The survey also suggested there is 
strong demand for buying more local food, 
with several participants reporting that local 
food isn’t readily available or convenient to 
buy. However they identified the issue of cost 
as critical.  
Harvest was designed to try and address 
these local challenges: to help new 
community food projects to start, to access 
new land, to help more people get involved in 
food growing and to raise awareness about 
the benefits of locally produced food which 
would in turn help reduce the city’s health 
inequalities and its ecological footprint. 

Why is Harvest unique? 
The bid and business plan for Harvest were 
developed after extensive consultation with 
residents and partners during 2008. As a 
city-wide project, Harvest was unusual. Other 
projects funded via the Big Lottery Local 
Food Fund tend to work either nationally with 
particular institutions (such as schools) or 
particular groups of people (such as older 
people), or they focus on a single growing 
project. 
With its city-wide approach, Harvest set out 
to operate at different levels, working from 
both the top down and from the bottom up.
Firstly it operates at a strategic level, 
working with partners such as the City 
Council to develop policies and strategies 
and embed good practice. This ensures long-
term support for Harvest’s aims. 
Secondly, it works at a grassroots level 
with residents and with existing and new 
community groups to achieve its aims. 
The core Harvest team undertakes a range 
of work and projects across both these levels 
which has built capacity, networked groups 
and people across issues and communities, 
distributed small grants, organised events, 
and developed effective communication tools 
such as newsletters and social media. 

Why Brighton & Hove?
There are probably three key factors 
which gave confidence to the initial idea of 
developing a project which could operate 
successfully at these different but integrated 
levels. 
Firstly, Brighton & Hove is a relatively small 
city, with a population of approximately 
274,000.	It	covers	a	compact	geographic	
area, constrained by the sea and the South 
Downs National Park. This makes working 
across the whole city easier than in larger 
places. It also makes it easier to grasp the 
issues facing the diverse neighbourhoods 
and communities that make up the city. 
The second key factor was the existence 
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of the Brighton & Hove Food Partnership. 
This organisation had already created a 
strategic approach to food work across the 
city, drawing together an alliance of diverse 
partners, while also delivering a range of 
community-based projects. This young, 
growing organisation had an ambitious vision 
to create a more sustainable food system in 
the city.
Thirdly, funding from the Big Lottery’s Local 
Food Fund would support the steep learning 
curve that the Food Partnership and its 
partners knew the project would present. It 
was crucial that the funding was available 
for four years, rather than one or two. This 
would allow enough time for Harvest projects 
to grow at their own pace, for partnerships to 
develop, and to learn what worked and what 
didn’t.
The Local Food Fund also focuses on what 
is achieved with their funding, rather than 
on how it is delivered. This would allow 
for flexibility throughout the project. As a 
specialist grant scheme, the Local Food 
Fund’s grant managers also understood 
food, so were able to offer both advice and 
inspiration as well as manage the grant. 

 

Project partners
 
Harvest is led by the Brighton & Hove Food 
Partnership, a not-for-profit organisation 
accountable	to	over	3,000	local	members.	It	
coordinates work on food at a city-wide level, 
including leading on the city’s Food Strategy 
(Spade to Spoon: A Food Strategy for Brighton 
& Hove, 2012, http://www.bhfood.org.uk/
food-strategy). Working in partnership with 
organisations from all sectors, it delivers 
a range of community-based food projects 
that cover cooking, healthy eating, food 
growing and reducing food waste. The Food 
Partnership managed the funding for Harvest 
and hosted most project staff. 

Harvest’s underlying 
principles

•	work	in	partnership	across	all	
sectors of the community 
•	listen	to	what	communities	

want, and involve residents in 
planning 
•	actively	engage	diverse	

communities and target work 
in deprived areas
•	increase	productivity	with	

minimal environmental 
impact 
•	achieve	social,	economic	and	

environmental sustainability 

Brighton Permaculture Trust
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The other lead partner in Harvest, Food 
Matters, is a not-for-profit organisation 
based in Brighton & Hove. It works to 
translate national policies into action at 
a local level. The organisation supports 
local projects and champions local work 
to national policymakers to demonstrate 
best practice. Food Matters was a founding 
member of the Brighton & Hove Food 
Partnership.

Other Harvest partners include: 

•	Brighton	&	Hove	Allotment	
Federation
•	Brighton	&	Hove	City	Council
•	Brighton	&	Hove	Fareshare
•	Brighton	Permaculture	Trust
•	Fork	&	Dig	It
•	Moulsecoomb	Forest	Garden
•	NHS	Brighton	&	Hove
•	University	of	Brighton
•	Whitehawk	Community	Food	Project

The project’s structure

Harvest has a senior management group that 
is responsible for overall delivery, reporting 
directly to the Board of the Food Partnership. 
A representative from each partner 
organisation sits on an advisory group. This 
group maintains an overview of Harvest 
ensuring that partners communicate, share 
knowledge and identify shared work, and 
that all Harvest projects are evaluated and 
monitored. The project structure can be seen 
in	the	chart	in	Appendix	1	(p.72).

Moulsecoomb Forest Garden clay oven
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“The information and inspiration from Harvest has been life changing I’ve gone from not 
knowing anything about growing to producing much of my own food on my local balcony 
and composting. Growing my own food and looking after plants has had such a beneficial 
effect on my stress and mental health. And there’s so much more I want to learn.”                                                                                                                       – online survey response
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Budget, match funding and support in kind 

The	Big	Lottery	Local	Food	Fund	grant	for	the	period	July	2009	to	June	2013	(four	years)	was	
£500,000. 

In addition:
•	£10,000	came	via	the	Big	Lottery	Supporting	Change	grant	scheme
•	£103,268	was	raised	by	the	Food	Partnership	as	match	funding
•	£4,181	came	via	fees	charged	for	training	and	events	
•	Total	income:	£617,449

Of this:
•	£109,389	was	passed	out	to	partner	organisations	or	delivered	as	commissioned	work	by	

other parties 
•	£45,000	was	awarded	as	small	grants	to	projects	working	on	community	food	growing

The funding provided via Harvest to partners also resulted in them leveraging in additional 
funding. This further increased the impact of the work in communities across the city. The work 
of Harvest also benefited from the time and expertise that partners provided to the project 
above and beyond the work they were funded to deliver. Funding provided via Harvest wholly or 
partly contributed towards paid work for 10 people each year plus paying local people to deliver 
training and mentoring sessions on an ad hoc basis.

Volunteers  
 
Volunteers were used by all projects, 
benefiting both the work and the volunteer 
in	a	multitude	of	ways.	During	2012/13	
approximately 4,000 volunteers gave 15,000 
volunteer hours to growing projects across 
the city.  
 
Volunteers based with Food 
Partnership 
 
Total volunteer hours over four years on 
projects delivered by the Food Partnership 
amounted	to	613	volunteer	hours	in	the	
office. 
At least 400 hours each year were worked at 
the	demonstration	garden	=	1,600 
Total	2,213	hours	@	£9.30	(an	average	
calculation allowing for varying levels of 
volunteer tasks) = £20,580

Support in kind 
 
Harvest’s work was also made possible 
through support in kind. 

•	From	Brighton	&	Hove	City	Council	support	
in kind included staff time from the Housing 
Management Team, Access Officer, City 
Clean and Sustainability Officer (Planning). 
Over four years this amounted to: 
12.5	days	@	£170	=	£2,125	+
160	days	@	£150	=	£17,400
Total: £19,525 
 
•	Environmental	Impact	Assessment=	£510	
•	University	of	Brighton	Senior	Lecturer’s	
time on evaluation project :
10	days	@	£500	=	£5,000		
•	University	of	Sussex	Research	Fellow’s	
time on MCM and evaluation project 58 days 
@	£350	=	£20,300

Total in kind= £45,335
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Evaluating the success of 
Harvest
 
Harvest was funded through the Local Food Fund as a Beacon Project. This meant that it was 
expected that the project would share what it learnt, and consider how the project, or elements 
of it, could potentially be replicated. Understanding the impact of Harvest was therefore an 
important and integral part of the project from the outset.  
An independent evaluation process was built into the work plan. The University of Brighton was 
designated the overall evaluation partner, while independent researchers from the University of 
Sussex	led	on	researching	and	drafting	the	final	report,	which	covers	July	2009	-	March	2013.	

The evaluation methodology

Given Harvest’s complexity and multi-
level approach, deciding how to tackle and 
break down the project into manageable 
components presented a challenge for 
the evaluators. Rather than a simple audit 
of Harvest’s outputs and the projects 
it supported, the evaluation aimed to 
understand how the ways in which 
Harvest worked contributed towards its 
achievements. 
The report is therefore structured around the 
work streams on which Harvest’s activities 
were based. This structure revealed that 
those work streams contribute in complex 
ways, often supporting each other, in 
meeting Harvest’s aims and objectives. The 
subtlety of how these work streams interact 
might not have been fully captured through a 
straightforward audit. Such a process might 
have overlooked the cross-cutting areas of 
Harvest’s work along with any achievements 
over and above its stated objectives.
Evaluating outputs and impact on an ongoing 
basis has been an important part of the 
management of Harvest. Staff and partners 
monitored and reported on activities every 
quarter throughout the project and concise 
annual reports were published every year. 
Not only did this provide an opportunity to 
assess progress against the original targets 
laid out in the business plan, but it enabled 
staff and partners to reframe projects and 
work plans regularly to ensure successful 
delivery against Harvest’s aims. The 
accumulated monitoring forms over the four-

year period provided valuable data for the 
evaluation.
As well as this overarching evaluation report, 
the Food Partnership will submit an end-
of-project progress report to the Local Food 
Fund. This will look in detail at the outputs 
and activities delivered with the funding and 
the outcomes achieved by the work.
In addition to the data collected throughout 
the project the evaluation process involved 
using the following data collection methods 
between	March	and	May	2013:

•	21	semi-structured	interviews	with	
partners and stakeholders (both face-
to-face and telephone)
•	Online	survey	responses	from	350	

people
•	50	structured	interviews	with	users	

of Preston Park, location of the 
demonstration vegetable garden 
•	A	reflection	and	feedback	workshop	

with Harvest staff. 

(See	Appendix	2	for	list,	p.73)

Harvest work streams

•	Develop	new	projects	and	
increase access to land
•	Build	capacity	and	skills
•	Coordinate	and	link
•	Communicate	and	influence
•	Disseminate	and	share	learning
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Multi-criteria mapping

An evaluation involves both looking back at 
what has happened and what those activities 
led to. But it also involves looking forward 
and understanding how lessons learnt can 
help inform the direction and development of 
future work. 
The Harvest management team were 
approached by researchers from the 
University of Sussex looking to undertake 
field work in a methodology known as multi-
criteria mapping (MCM). It had promise as a 
means to think about the future direction for 
supporting food growing in the city, adding 
value to the more conventional evaluation 
methodology and deepening understanding. 
MCM asks a range of stakeholders to 
appraise different models or scenarios 

for achieving a specific aim – in this case, 
supporting food growing as an activity and a 
policy issue in Brighton & Hove over the next 
three years. 
Researchers interviewed 15 people with links 
to Harvest (partners, project coordinators, 
local third sector employees, Food 
Partnership staff, healthcare professionals, 
academics and a food-growing business). In 
the interview different models for supporting 
food growing were discussed and scored 
in relation to how well they achieved the 
priorities of the different stakeholders. 
This provided a useful picture of the type of 
activities people would like to see continued 
or started in the future, how these might be 
funded, and what should not be supported. 
(See	Appendix	3	for	summary)

Recommendations and 
advice for other places
One of Harvest’s work streams is to disseminate learning. For each work stream there 
is a section with recommendations and another with advice for other places. The 
recommendations identify what activities should be maintained or expanded and where there 
are opportunities to further embed the learning from Harvest in policy and practice for both 
Brighton & Hove and beyond. The advice for other places are tips and reflections. It should be 
noted that while these later two sections draw in part from the evaluation’s results, they are 
authored by the Food Partnership. As well as the evaluation they are based on conversations 
between the Food Partnership, its partners and Harvest staff and draw on the learning from 
four years experience of running Harvest.

Preston Park Demonstration Garden
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Work Stream 1: How well did 
Harvest develop new projects 
and increase access to land? 

In its first four years, Harvest:
•	Helped	to	start	51	new	projects	(tripling	the	number)	and	added	7,102m2 of growing 
space	to	the	city	as	of	March	2013	with	more	in	the	pipeline.
•	Established	community	composting	and	started	24	composting	projects.	
•	Created	and	expanded	a	successful	demonstration	garden	in	Preston	Park.	
•	Gained	a	commitment	from	the	Council	and	developed	a	process	for	establishing	

community plots on Council-run allotment sites. 
•	Agreed	protocols	and	checklists	with	the	Council	(also	suitable	for	other	landowners)	for	

establishing new projects. 
•	Supported	projects	in	locations	across	the	city,	including	projects	working	in	areas	of	

deprivation and with vulnerable groups.
•	Harvested	over	300	trees	through	the	Scrumping	Project,	processing	over	10	tonnes	of	

fruit and generating over £12,000 in sales over three years. 

What Harvest did to develop new projects
A dedicated Development Officer was 
employed as part of the core Harvest staff 
team, whose role included supporting the 
development of new projects. A Growing 
Officer was able to offer horticultural 
expertise to new groups as well as delivering 
the demonstration growing project in Preston 
Park. Two of the Harvest partners used Local 
Food funding to develop projects:
•	Brighton	Permaculture	Trust	

Scrumping Project
•	Moulsecoomb	Forest	Garden	work	

with two local schools – Brighton 
Aldridge Community Academy and 
Moulsecoomb Primary School

Harvest chose to focus on group projects 
because these had the most potential to 
reach the greatest number of people and 
increase the amount of land used for food 
growing, thereby increasing the amount of 
food produced in the city.

Breaking new ground

In total 51 new projects were started 
across the city during the first four years of 
Harvest,	equating	to	7,102m2	(1.75	acres)	
of growing space (see Figure 1). These 
are spread across the city and involves 
different types of people. A small number 
of these were exemplar projects (see page 
17),	aimed	at	developing	example	leases	or	
pioneering growing on new types of land or 
unconventional plots. In helping to establish 
these projects, Harvest ensured that 
template leases, processes and protocols 
were developed for use by Council staff in 
Housing, Parks and Allotments. Harvest also 
produced simple checklists and guidance for 
groups looking to start projects. 
As Harvest has progressed projects have 
come forward wanting to start in urban 
spaces including old railways bridges, 
tarmaced playgrounds and roof spaces.

Headlines
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Harvest’s role in establishing new projects

Harvest’s role in the establishment of new 
projects varied. From the outset it was 
decided that rather than initiating projects, 
Harvest would respond to requests from 
the community (either from neighbourhood 
groups or projects that worked with certain 
client groups) where there was interest and 
enthusiasm for starting a project.  It was 
felt that this would ensure that projects 
were embedded and owned by community 
members rather than being perceived as a 
Harvest project. This was a key element in 
Harvest’s approach to ensuring the long-
term sustainability of new projects. Some 
projects involved extensive support and 
lobbying by Harvest (for example, where 
there were issues around land access or 
permissions), while other initiatives required 
a relatively small amount of support and 
advice. 
 

It is hard to say how many projects would 
have started anyway, but the majority of 
those interviewed as part of the evaluation 
were positive about Harvest’s role in meeting 
the challenges around access to land for 
food	growing.	Over	66%	of	respondents	to	
the online survey felt that access to land had 
been increased through Harvest.

“The enthusiasm and support of Harvest 
people. The motivating sense of being part 
of a wider network - very important as we 
are a small group. I think my confidence 
that you CAN start gardens on bits of 
urban waste land might have fizzled out 
had it not been for Harvest.”  
                              – online survey response
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Figure 1: Evolution of food growing projects in Brighton & Hove



Figure 2: Food growing projects and areas of deprivation
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Harvest Exemplar Projects
 
Exemplar projects developed example leases or pioneered growing on new types of land 
or on unconventional plots. They were then able to serve as templates for future growing 
projects.   
 

Bevendean Community Garden was groundbreaking. It was the first project in the 
city to be granted land not previously used for allotments or housing, part of which was in the 
South Downs National Park. It set a precedent for projects and planning officials to anticipate 
and manage the interests of local residents involved in, or affected by, growing projects.

Racehill Community Orchard was the first project not prompted by a request from a 
community group, but initiated by Harvest. The Brighton Permaculture Trust (BPT), a Harvest 
partner, wanted a site for a significant-sized community orchard to produce more fruit 
locally.
The Food Partnership, BPT and the Council agreed to pursue the idea. The Council identified 
potential sites, and the most suitable in terms of location, aspect and soil was chosen. 
This was followed by a  lengthy consultation process  with the local community. During this 
concerns were raised about the impact on the ecology onsite.  An Environmental Impact 
Assessment (EIA) was done which showed that by following some recommendations around 
stie management the orchard would actually benefit the ecology of the site. At approximately 
16,187m2 (when completed) the project is one of the larger food-growing spaces supported 
by Harvest. The EIA process helped to alleviate local concerns and also set out how food 
growing and biodiversity management can complement each other.

Dyke Road Park Community Garden is a community project within one of the city’s 
parks. Harvest helped to secure a lease for the project. It was a test case for a community 
group to get an agreement for a project in a public park. It became an example that 
demonstrates how Harvest has been able to promote multi-functional space where food 
growing can sit alongside other leisure activities.  A checklist and protocol on establishing 
food growing spaces in parks was agreed with the Council’s  Parks Department, and five 
parks in the city now have food-growing spaces.

Wish Park Community Garden
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Striving for sustainability

Overall Harvest sought to ensure that the 
projects it helped to set up lasted. Projects 
needed to know that Harvest was there to 
help, but not be too reliant on them. Only 
time will tell how many of these projects 
will last, however this is something that the 
team feel confident about. The majority of the 
projects that started two years ago are still 
flourishing, and because the projects started 
small, they are not reliant on large annual 
budgets.
In developing projects, Harvest worked with 
a range of diverse stakeholders, including 
the local authority, community groups and 
residents. Relationships with the Council’s 
Housing Department were particularly 
important to smooth the way for growing 
on Council-owned land. Harvest staff acted 
as intermediaries between community 
members who wanted to grow on particular 
pieces of land and Council officers.
Harvest set about to support groups to 
gain access to land legitimately – through 
the use of leases or agreements with the 
landowner. Their experience is that working 
with landowners to get permission to use 
land is very time consuming and the process 
is often slow. However, doing this was key to 
ensuring that the projects would last. 
Harvest’s core team also offered new 
projects advice and information about 
legal structures, insurance, publicity and 
communications. The Development Officer 
helped new projects to identify and apply for 
start-up funding and to access free or low-
cost equipment. 
Many interviewees suggested that Harvest’s 
ability to bring key decision-makers and 
stakeholders together was a major factor in 
developing the trickier exemplar projects, 
and that it is unlikely that such projects could 
have been developed as quickly (if at all) 
without that contribution. 

 

Supporting community projects on 
allotments

During year one of Harvest, core staff 
worked with the Council’s Allotments Access 
Manager to agree an approach to supporting 
community plots on allotment sites. At the 
time it was unclear if community groups 
wanting plots had to join the waiting list, 
what rules applied to them, and who they 
should turn to if they needed help. 
Harvest and the Council agreed to the aim 
of having at least one community plot per 
site (including all future sites). Applications 
from community groups would be managed 
outside of the normal waiting list process, 
and all community plots would be put in 
touch with Harvest for advice, information 
and support. Community plots on allotments 
have	increased	from	17	before	Harvest	
started	to	34	in	2013.	The	Access	Manager	
responsible for the Allotments Service at the 
time believes that this was a direct result of 
the involvement of Harvest in this issue.

The Scrumping Project

The Scrumping Project was a new project 
developed by Brighton Permaculture Trust 
as part of Harvest. The project collects 
unwanted fruit from private gardens and 
public spaces around the city to prevent it 
going to waste. It gives fruit out to volunteer 
to eat, or processes it into juices, preserves 
and chutneys, which it sells. Unlike many of 
the projects supported by Harvest, one of the 
central aims of the Scrumping Project is to 
become a social enterprise and be financially 
self-sustaining. 
The project made steady progress and 
consistently exceeded the targets laid out in 
Harvest’s development plans. The majority 
of processed fruit is sold to passers-by from 
a barn in Stanmer Park where the juicing is 
done. This is preferable to selling wholesale 
through	shops,	which	would	make	50-60%	
less profit and have distribution costs. 
Produce was also sold at events 
such as the annual Apple Day, and through a 
vegetable box website, artists’ open houses, 
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conferences, to local restaurants, or for use 
at a Harvest preserving course.
Total income from sales has exceeded 
£12,000. Although the project has not 
achieved its aim of being self-sufficient, this 
was in some measure due to the adverse 
growing conditions in the 2012 season, which 
had a big impact on the amount of fruit available
to harvest and required Sussex grown fruit 
to be bought in. Those running the project 
believe that becoming self-financing remains 
a realistic short-term goal.
Clear lessons were learnt throughout the 
project. To work towards achieving economic 
viability, resources were increasingly directed 
towards the processing of fruit. Developing 
more systematic approaches to picking and 
processing, and prioritising high-yielding 
trees made the project more efficient. Over 
time, they also harvested more types of fruit, 
including cherry plums, mulberries and 
figs, as well as apples and pears. For trees 
on common land it is project policy to leave 
fruit on trees after harvesting for foragers. 
However, the project did experience some 

problems when local people perceived 
the project to be taking ‘their’ fruit from 
public spaces. One way to address this was 
to organise a joint scrumping day with a 
neighbourhood project, which was valued 
by local residents and future events like 
this are planned. New systems have been 
put in place to ensure that there are better 
communications about when and where the 
project will be picking and how local people 
can come and join in.

“When asked for ideas for the Harvest 
project we proposed a ‘scrumping’ 
project. Thanks to the support and 
funding we were able to initiate and 
deliver this successful project. The way 
the Food Partnership has carried out the 
administration / reporting and liaison with 
the Council has also helped considerably.” 
Bryn Thomas, Brighton Permaculture 
Trust
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Figure 3: Amount of fruit processed by the Scrumping Project
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Community composting

There is currently no food waste collection 
service in Brighton & Hove and many people 
do not have access to a garden and cannot 
compost at home. Kitchen waste makes up 
35%	of	domestic	waste	and	a	further	10%	is	
garden waste. Composting stops the need 
for this waste to be transported to landfill or 
incinerated. 
The Food Partnership began exploring 
community composting in 2010 by 
researching the relevant legal requirements. 
They aimed to help a few groups of local 
residents set up trial schemes. Through 
lobbying at the Council’s Waste Advisory 
Group, support was secured for two pilot 
schemes in the centre of Brighton. When 

these were successful, the scheme was 
rolled out more widely and a joint procedure 
(Food Partnership and City Council) was 
developed for setting up new sites. 
Each site has two or more locked wooden 
boxes, with the combination only given to 
scheme members who have been informed 
about what can be composted. The Council 
supplies the bins and caddies and the Food 
Partnership offers a central point of contact 
for enquiries, support and training for 
the groups. Experience from Harvest and 
existing networks enabled the scheme to 
grow	quickly.	By	spring	2013	there	were	24	
schemes across the city involving over 500 
households in a variety of spaces, from parks 
to blocks of flats and workplaces.

Waste diverted to compost
from 483 households

42
 tonnes
diverted to 
compost
in 2012

That's the weight of 3 double-decker buses

Figure 4: Waste diverted to compost
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Grow Your Neighbour’s Own 

Grow Your Neighbour’s Own was established by a group of volunteers just over a year before 
Harvest began. It aimed to increase the productivity of existing residential gardens by linking 
people who wanted to grow vegetables but had no space, with people who had growing space 
they weren’t using. Harvest increased the project’s resources, enabling them to pay for staff to 
promote and administer it. 
There was a steady increase in the numbers of gardeners and gardens registered throughout 
the	first	three	years	of	Harvest.	Altogether	433	people	registered	for	the	initiative,	with	an	
average of 25 matches made at any one time. While some garden matches were a struggle 
to make, allotment matches (for co-workers) were successful throughout the initiative. 
Harvest found that this project required a lot of administrative support with relatively small 
returns. It took time and resources to interview people to assess their suitability; gardens 
were more prevalent on the outskirts of the city while aspiring growers without space tended 
to live centrally so needed to be willing to travel. Furthermore, dropout rates were quite high. 
Harvest’s experience of Grow Your Neighbour’s Own is that this sort of project operates best on 
a neighbourhood scale. Harvest will not continue with this scheme but will encourage people to 
ask their neighbours themselves, and can give advice about doing this. Harvest will make the 
learning from running this scheme available to any interested neighbourhood groups.

“I registered for the Grow Your Neighbours Own project but did not find a suitable match.  
However it gave me the idea to ask my immediate neighbour and she said yes, so I now have a 
veg patch in her garden!” – online survey response

Figure 5: Location of gardeners and garden owners registered on Grow Your Neighbours Own
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Harvest' s Flagship Project:   
the Demo Garden
The demonstration vegetable garden in Preston Park is a flagship initiative for Harvest which 
embodies many of the programme’s core aims. The demo garden was established in Preston 
Park in the first year of Harvest. The idea was to show people what they could grow in a small 
space, inspire people to grow at home and be a focal point for Harvest’s work. 
The garden is maintained by a team of volunteers on regular work days, who also receive 
produce from the garden. Those staffing the garden field enquiries from members of the 
public and hold occasional produce tastings.  
 
Members of the public often report back to garden staff that their advice had been useful, 
suggesting that the garden is playing a positive role in improving people’s skills and 
confidence. Some said they were initially concerned that the garden would be vandalised, or 
produce stolen, but the response of the public to it has been overwhelmingly positive.  
 
Many smaller projects around the city also revealed that the demo garden was a source of 
inspiration and ideas. Preston Park is one of the largest and most popular parks in the city. 
Given this prominent position the demonstration garden contributed strongly to improving 
awareness and providing inspiration to others, both volunteers and the broader public

A survey of users of Preston Park showed that:
•	74.5%	(52/68)	were	aware	of	the	demo	garden
•	78.8%	of	those	aware	of	the	garden	had	visited	it	
•	65.9%	of	visitors	had	shown	their	children	the	garden.	

Some respondents suggested that being aware of the demo garden 
had in turn increased their awareness of the benefits of growing, 
buying and eating local produce: 
•	17.3%	(9/52)	said	they	had	started	growing	food	as	a	result
•	17.3%	had	changed	how	or	what	they	grew
•	11.5%	bought	more	locally	grown	or	locally	produced	food	
•	3.8%	had	started	composting.	

“I have followed the 
vegetable plot with 
great interest and it has 
inspired me to start my 
own little vegetable plot 
in my garden. Thank you 
for the advice.” – demo 
garden comments book

Harvest Demo Garden 2009 2013
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Build capacity and skills
Harvest aims to encourage people to ‘have a go’ at growing by offering simple advice and the 
demo garden embodies this approach. The primary task for volunteers in the demo garden 
is speaking to members of the public who often approach the garden with questions.The 
garden is also used for themed volunteer days and short courses which have proven popular. 
Volunteers at the garden also reported a range of benefits to their skills and confidence (see 
page	64).

Develop new projects and increase access to land
When the demo garden started, the majority of food projects in the city were on allotments 
– rather than in one of the busiest public parks in the city, with daily passersby from tennis 
players to dog walkers to families. Since then the number of gardens in visible public spaces 
has	increased	by	more	than	30,	including	five	other	public	parks.	

Coordinate and link
Due to its public location, numbers of people enquiring about volunteering at the garden 
were consistently high throughout Harvest. At times the project reached capacity in terms of 
volunteers and the Harvest team began referring enquiries on to other growing projects in the 
city or to other types of food project altogether.

Communicate and influence
The local Council gave permission for the demo garden, and Council staff have been key to the 
success of the project. The park ranger helped with construction and park attendants keep an 
eye on the garden when volunteers aren’t present. A park gardener was inspired by the project 
to plant a fruit patch nearby and to add edible perennials to planting schemes elsewhere in 
the park. After seeing the project’s success, permission was given to expand the space in 
year two and in year three to plant fruit trees and a wildflower border. Whilst recognising that 
public spaces have competing uses and cannot always include food growing, Council officers 
have reported that they are more open to seeing edible plants and projects in public spaces 
due to Harvest’s work, but in particular the positive example of the demo garden.

Disseminate and share learning
The demo garden was often a showcase project for visitors seeking to find out about Harvest’s 
work. Groups from London, Middlesbrough, Sheffield, Manchester, Sutton and Coventry and 
the Federation of City Farms & Community Gardens all visited the garden. It was filmed for 
Harvest’s entry in the National Lottery Awards, a celebrity competition run by the Lottery and 
for a BBC2 TV show called the Great British Food Revival.
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Conclusions and considerations
Harvest has led to the development of a large 
number of new projects that have increased 
the land available for food growing, the 
number of people involved in food growing 
and the amount of food grown in Brighton & 
Hove. It has been able to do this through: 
•	A	strong	understanding	of	the	

issues around food growing, and 
in particular of issues specific to 
Brighton & Hove (including land 
access and local politics).
•	Developing	relationships	with	land	

owners in the city, particularly the 
Council, and consequently being 
able to act as a mediator between 
parties involved in developing growing 
projects.
•	Providing	information,	advice,	support	

and encouragement to groups looking 
to set up projects and ensuring that 
what is learnt from setting up one 
project is available for use by later 
ones.
•	Supporting	a	broad	range	of	

approaches to bringing new land into 
production. 
•	Supporting	a	wide	range	of	small	

projects that reach people from a 
range of social backgrounds. 
•	Having	the	flexibility	to	respond	to	

change. Staff away days provided an 
opportunity for reflection throughout 
the project on areas of strength and 
weakness. 

Of course not all projects took off. For 
example, some efforts were made to 
support a proposed community farm, but 
the challenges of initiating a larger-scale 
– generally top-down – project resulted in 
this not going ahead. Setting up larger-scale 
projects that would be run by Harvest was 
never at the core of its strategy, although it is 
acknowledged that in certain circumstancez 
in the future this may be the approach to 
take.

There were also some growing projects that 
appeared to have fallen by the wayside, but 
groups did come back to look for support 
when circumstances changed or new links 
were made (see The Secret Garden p.40). 
Crucial to making this possible was the 
length of time over which Harvest was 
funded.

Increasing land for growing

Some measurable increases were made in 
the amount of land under cultivation with an 
increase of 11,944m2 including allotments, 
(7,102m2 without). 
During year one of Harvest the City Council 
opened up new allotments and undertook 
work on sites to bring back into use a 
number of plots that had fallen into disrepair 
which increased the total amount of land 
available for allotments.
The Council also implemented a policy of 
‘halving plots’. The combination of the new 
spaces and plot halving policy resulted in 
an increase in the available plots from 2,458 
in October 2009 to 2,919 in January 2012. 
However the policy of only letting half plots 
has been controversial especially with the 
Allotment Federation. An allotment strategy 
for the city is now being developed – co-
produced by the Allotment Federation and 
the City Council with the Food Partnership’s 
involvement. This will look at a range of 
issues including opening new sites, plot 
sizes, management of the service and social 
and health benefits of allotments.

Why hasn’t Harvest been more 
successful on this front?

Significantly increasing the land area on 
which food is grown in the city has proven to 
be a challenge, not helped by the fact that 
land in the city is limited.
A minority of interviewees questioned 
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the size and nature of projects supported 
by Harvest, suggesting that the small 
community growing spaces championed 
are less productive than larger plots – the 
argument being that supporting fewer larger 
projects might have been a more effective 
use of funds and resources. This is probably 
true if total volume of food produced was the 
only measure of success.
However, would focusing on fewer, larger 
plots or only on projects that were about 
total quantity of food produced have been 
consistent with Harvest’s broader objectives, 
strategy and underlying principles and met 
the outcomes requested by the Local Food 
Fund?

Considering the diverse benefits of 
community food growing

Harvest’s strategy from the outset was to 
focus on individuals and groups already 
interested in local food growing, supporting 
projects at the grassroots level. Harvest 
therefore responded to those groups that 

came forward. Some of these projects 
already worked with vulnerable people 
(for example victims of domestic abuse 
or homeless people) and wanted to add 
growing to the activities they offered, other 
neighbourhood groups wanted to bring 
derelict spaces into use.
Most of the spaces that Harvest supported 
are about more than just food growing, 
focused for example on therapeutic or 
other social outcomes. In this way, Harvest 
echoes learning from many other community 
growing projects across the country: 
community food growing is about “More than 
just the veg” (http://www.localfoodgrant.org/
public/press/morethanjusttheveg.pdf)
The diverse benefits of community food 
growing were also reflected in the MCM 
interviews where stakeholders were asked 
about the priorities against which they 
would appraise models for supporting future 
growing in the city. Narrowing inequalities 
and community benefits were priorities that 
were strongly supported.

26% 39%

35%

4%

67%30% 36% 25%

38%

A.                                                 B.                                                C.

A. Growing projects and type of land in 2009
B. Growing projects and type of land in 2013
C. New projects during Harvest and type of land 
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Private
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Could Harvest deliver larger-scale projects?

Projects that have the capacity to deliver on 
a larger scale have only just started to come 
forward. There is a feeling amongst Harvest 
staff that with the existing momentum, 
awareness and key strategic relationships 
in place, they are now in a better position 
to support larger projects which, though 
they may carry higher risks of failure, 
could potentially lead to increased food 
production. Buy-in by local people and a 
focus on productivity would be key to their 
success. There is evidence that this is already 
happening, with Harvest supporting larger-
scale projects in its final year of funding. 
The Food Partnership, Food Matters and 
Brighton & Hove City Council are also 
undertaking land mapping work, looking at 
land on the urban fringe and its suitability for 
food production. This will be a key resource 
for those looking to develop a larger-scale 
project.
Given limited resources and land space, 
there are inevitable trade-offs between 
supporting a smaller number of larger, more 
food-focused projects and a larger number 
of smaller, community-initiated projects 
with diverse motivations. The position that 
Harvest found between these two extremes 
was based on a dynamic assessment of its 
aims, objectives and underlying principles, 
and of the prevailing economic, social and 

environmental conditions. This position has 
arguably led to the engagement of a larger 
number and broader range of people, but has 
not met with everyone’s approval. Achieving 
a balance is an ongoing element of running a 
project like Harvest. 

Overall it is suggested that the inclusive 
approach that Harvest took to developing 
projects – in which even very small-scale 
projects were supported – is consistent with: 

•	Its	strategy	of	progressively	
broadening its reach to engage 
with people less familiar with food 
growing.
•	Its	underlying	principle	of	engaging	

with diverse communities.
•	Its	strategy	of	supporting	projects	

that will last in the long term. 

Those interviewed as part of the MCM 
evaluation felt that some support from the 
Food Partnership for local growing projects 
was essential to promote greater production 
and consumption of local food and more 
sustainable food systems in the city in the 
future. In particular it was felt that the Food 
Partnership’s strategic and policy work and 
its ability to form alliances enabled it to do 
this and this should continue. 

Harvest demo garden
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Recommendations
	•	The	Council	and	other	land	owners	should	continue	to	support	food-growing	projects	

as a means of increasing local food production while also recognising that local food 
projects are also a means of achieving a range of social, health and environmental 
outcomes.
•	The	protocols,	checklists	and	lease	templates	that	have	been	established	by	Harvest	

should continue to be promoted and used via a range of accessible information 
points.New staff in relevant Council teams should be familiarised with their use.
•	Projects	with	long-term	plans	for	food	production	need	security	of	tenure	(leases	of	

15–20 years).  Where short-term or ‘meanwhile leases’ are the only option these sites 
may be more suitable for projects looking to achieve other outcomes through food 
growing. 
•	If	larger	projects	are	to	be	initiated	locally	(and	there	is	some	evidence	that	this	is	the	

direction for future work) they should only be granted land if they can demonstrate 
that they have seriously considered their long-term viability.
•	Community	plots	on	allotment	sites	should	be	supported	as	a	means	of	ensuring	that	

a broad range of people can benefit from allotmenting. The Allotment Strategy should 
make clear reference to the value and needs of community plots.
•	Accessible	advice	and	support	on	setting	up	new	projects	(including	land	access	

issues) should be provided at a city level. Although there are resources available at 
a national level these do not allow for the detailed knowledge that is needed around 
land access, which can be extremely specific to individual sites. 

Advice for other places
•	Developing	momentum	takes	time.	Cultivating	strong	relationships	with	key	

stakeholders and decision-makers is a long-term (at least a four-year) undertaking.  
•	When	working	with	local	authorities,	developing	processes	will	require	working	with	

multiple departments (Legal, Housing, Parks, etc) for whom this is probably not a 
priority. Be persistent because once checklists and protocols have been agreed, they 
save time and energy in future.
•	One	person’s	derelict	land	is	another	person’s	dog-walking	space	or	blackberry	

patch. Where there is a move to secure land for a project, thorough consultation 
and community engagement is needed and this takes time if it is to be meaningful. 
Support for new groups at this time is crucial.
•	Initiatives	to	increase	cultivated	land	and	food	production	need	to	be	assessed	in	light	

of the administration they will require,  particularly if they seek to link people on a 
one-to-one basis.
•	Projects	may	take	longer	than	anticipated	to	become	financially	self-sufficient,	

particularly given the inherent variability and unpredictability of growing conditions, 
as the Scrumping Project demonstrated.
•	Don’t	get	carried	away	with	setting	up	new	projects.	Balance	this	by	working	to	build	

capacity on existing projects.  
•	Help	projects	but	don’t	do	it	for	them.	Projects	that	are	committed	enough	to	stick	

with the idea and work their own way through issues and challenges, such as finding 
resources  and land, will be more ready to take on the challenges of running a 
volunteer-led project. 



Figure 6: Food growing projects (2009-2013)
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Work Stream 2: How well did 
Harvest build capacity and 
skills?

In its first four years, Harvest:
•	Provided	funding	and	support	to	projects,	developing	their	confidence	and	skills,	which	in	
some	cases	ensured	their	survival.	It	awarded	70	small	grants	to	growing	projects.
•	Organised	food-growing	training	courses	attended	by	550	people.	
•	Gave	training	or	talks	on	topics	such	as	cookery	and	beekeeping	to	150	people.	
•	Gained	very	positive	feedback,	with	97%	of	attendees	feeling	more	confident	after	

training.
•	Made	127	hours	of	mentoring	available	to	23	growing	projects	and	school	initiatives.
•	Delivered	the	Big	Dig	project	in	2012/13,	during	which	approximately	4,000	volunteers	

gave 15,000 volunteer hours to growing projects across the city.
•	Used	the	Harvest	demonstration	garden	to	raise	public	awareness	and	inspire	people	to	

grow at home or start their own growing projects. 

What Harvest did to build 
capacity and skills

Harvest aimed to increase the skills and 
confidence of people in growing food. It was 
envisaged that by doing this people would 
also adopt other actions that support a 
sustainable food system, such as buying 
more local food or wasting less food.

Supporting projects to develop and 
run successfully  

Harvest identified the key components (see 
box	p.32)	in	running	a	successful	growing	
project, and worked to either directly offer 
support in these areas or link projects 
to existing sources of support. Harvest 
estimates that it has supported all of the 
growing projects in the city to varying 
degrees at some point. These projects are 

Headlines

Belgrave Day Centre Allotment
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geographically wide spread and many are in 
areas	of	deprivation	(see	Figure	2	p.16).
The nature and quantity of the support 
provided varied widely according to the needs 
of the projects, but included:
•	Advice	and	support	on	funding,	

organisational issues and 
volunteering opportunities.
•	A	email	bulletin	including	funding	

advice. 
•	Performing	CRB	checks	on	

volunteers.
•	Providing	resources	and	materials.	
•	Providing	information	on	training	

courses and relevant events.
•	Providing	networking	opportunities	

for growing projects and information 
on issues such as how to link with 
local restaurants and markets.
•	Organising	meetings	and	acting	as	

a liaison between projects and other 
parties.
•	Meeting	with	new	and	established	

projects to discuss ideas.
•	Matching	projects	with	mentors.	
•	Practical	on-site	support	(for	example	

helping to build paths, or providing 
garden design ideas and suggestions 
on how to manage gardens).
•	Growing	advice,	including	sustainable	

planting methods such as perennial 
fruit	trees	(see	Figure	7	page	33).

Harvest’s work also boosted volunteer 
numbers, through the Big Dig, which 
helped projects to connect with their local 
community	(see	case	study	p.37)	. 
Of	the	online	evaluation	survey	57	
respondents said they had received some 
form of support for their project, with over 
a quarter reporting that this support had 
been instrumental in either starting their 
project or sustaining it. Respondents also 
particularly valued the skills that they learnt 
through training or project-level advice. 
Specific benefits cited were that it enabled 
more productive food growing, and gave 
projects the motivation and confidence to 
apply for funding. 

Providing mentorship

Harvest also runs a mentoring programme, 
matching up experienced gardeners with 
projects that need support to get started or 
make their projects more productive. This 
support is particularly valuable to projects 
that have been set up by community groups 
that focus on a particular client group as they 
often have skills in working with vulnerable 
people but little or no horticultural 
knowledge. Harvest has matched 11 mentors 
with	17	community	gardens,	providing	83	
hours of gardening support. A schools 
mentoring scheme has also matched six 
schools with mentors, providing 44 hours of 
support (see Harvest Schools, p.45).
Two out of three project mentors interviewed 
felt that their mentoring had improved 
the skills and confidence of their mentee 
projects. Furthermore, most mentors felt 
that the experience had a positive impact 
on their own skills and confidence. One 
interviewee suggested that mentoring 
had given her a sense of “legitimacy” and 
provided her with the confidence to develop 
her interest in growing from “a hobby to... 
something that I could actually pursue”.

Harvest helps projects to access 
funding by:

•	Administering	the	Good	Food	Grants,	
a small grants scheme open to food 
projects in the city.
•	Sharing	information	about	other	

suitable city-wide and national grants 
(currently a funding briefing goes out 
to	60	growing	projects).
•	Delivering	fundraising	training	and	

signposting to other fundraising 
courses.
•	Commenting	on	funding	applications.
•	Acting	as	a	reference	for	projects	

applying for funding.
•	Providing	a	limited	number	of	

opportunities for projects to sell 
produce or plants.
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Key components in running a 
successful growing project

•	Motivation	of	main	coordinator(s).

•	Attracting,	coordinating	and	supporting	volunteers	with	a	focus	on	skills	

development. 

•	Communicating	and	promoting	what	is	happening.

•	Clear	communication	within	the	group	(e.g.	planting	plans,	tasks).

•	Gaining	the	support	and	building	relationships	with	the	local	community.	

•	Opportunities	to	socialise,	enjoy	and	celebrate	the	work.

•	Knowledge	or	access	to	knowledge	about	food	growing.	

•	Resources	to	pay	for	infrastructure,	including	insurance,	rent,	equipment	or	specific	

activities on site.

•	Access	to	basic	resources	(through	funding	or	contributions):	seeds,	plants,	tools,	

compost and water. 

•	Ability	to	manage	ongoing	issues	and	improve	the	space	(leases,	vandalism,	water	

butts, paths or extensions).

•	Working	to	the	project’s	aims	and	strengths	(some	might	concentrate	on	production,	

others’ main priority might be providing a therapeutic space).

•	Knowledge	and	procedures	in	place	around	first	aid,	managing	risk,	health	and	

safety.

•	Skills	around	supporting	particular	client	groups	or	linking	to	other	growing	projects	

with those skills.

•	Appropriate	access	to	information	and	support	to	be	able	to	develop	the	project	if	

they need to employ staff or incorporate as a charitable organisation.
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Fruit trees planted by 

Brighton Permaculture Trust 

at community gardens

London Road Station
7 trees

Wish Park
8 trees

Craven Vale
23 trees

Phoenix Community Centre
8 trees

Moulsecoomb Primary School
13 trees

Woolards Field
11 trees

Racehill Community Orchard
29 fruit trees 
+ 347 edible hedging trees 

Preston Park
8 trees

Craven Vale
34 trees

Bevendean Pub
8 trees

2011/2012     2012/2013
Figure 7: Fruit trees planted by Brighton Permaculture Trust at community gardens

Racehill Orchard
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In addition to cash, Harvest also helps 
projects to access low-cost or free equipment 
and materials such as compost and seeds.

Good Food Grants

The Food Partnership awards Good Food 
Grants to food-related community projects 
in the city. The annual awards are divided 
between health and environment projects 
although many of them overlap (for example 
growing projects delivering pick-and-cook 
activities). With the advent of Harvest in 2009 
a proportion of the money was ring-fenced 
for growing projects, and over the last four 
years a greater number of growing projects 
applied to and benefited from the scheme.
Small grants can be crucial to new, 
volunteer-led or pilot projects. They pay for 
essential equipment, cover insurance or 
volunteers’ expenses, and help groups to 
raise their profile. In many cases they enable 
projects to test ideas which can then be 
scaled up using other sources of funding. 
Through the grants scheme projects were 
awarded sums of up to £1,000:
•	18	projects	of	which	14	were	growing	

projects in 2010-2011. 
•	34	projects	of	which	20	were	growing	

projects in 2011-12.
•	48	projects	of	which	36	were	growing	
projects	in	2012-13.	 

Harvest also offers advice and feedback on 
applications, a service which groups value 
(for a full list of grants see http://www.
bhfood.org.uk/good-food-grants).

Harvest’s support and advice as well as its 
small grants scheme, enabled many projects 
around Brighton & Hove to start, survive and 
grow. As well as practical benefits, the 
evaluation found that funding and support 
offered psychological benefits. Funding 
provided a measure of security and 
confidence, enabling projects to plan for the 
future rather than merely subsist. The 
knowledge that support was available also 
gave projects greater confidence.

“ Your grant was the first we got and 
then the project snowballed from 
there. It was absolutely great and we 
are very happy with the outcomes.”  
                           - grant recipient

A detailed independent evaluation of the 
Good	Food	Grants	in	2011	looked	at	the	137	
projects that had received funding up to this 
point. From this report:

 48% of the groups received funding from 
other sources either prior to or after their 
Good Food Grants, and a staggering 75% 
of them stated that they would not have 
gone ahead without it. For many groups 
this was the first money that they had 
received giving them not only the financial 
wherewithal to deliver but also greater 
confidence in their ability to continue and 
apply for funding elsewhere. This element 
of capacity building is crucial, helping 
groups take their first steps. 
Working with the Brighton & Hove Food 
Partnership also conveys legitimacy on 
groups, with many saying that they felt it 
gave them more credibility when working 
with the local authority and other funders. 
52% of them said that they had grown 
after the initial grant, indicating that the 
grants had a significant impact on the 
organisations both short and longer term. 
- BHFP Good Food Grants Programme, 
an	evaluation	2007-2011,	Fabia	Bates	
(2011)

Providing training

Harvest’s training programme covered a 
broad spread of topics. Because there were 
already providers of more specialist training 
(eg permaculture or accredited horticulture), 
Harvest courses aimed to reach out to 
people who were interested in learning about 
growing for the first time or for whom the 
more detailed or formal adult learning wasn’t 



Figure 8: Geographic spread of training course participants 2009-2013
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appropriate. To support access a subsidised 
rate was offered. Of the 550 people on 
training,	33%	were	at	the	low	wage	/	benefits	
rate.
There was a core programme of courses 
aimed at residents growing at home or on 
an allotment and also courses aimed at 
volunteers on food projects. 

“It was really useful to me in starting out 
growing produce on my allotment. I do 
keep going back to the things I learnt in 
the Harvest workshop” - online survey 
response

Harvest consulted with groups on useful 
training topics, and then arranged training 
where there was sufficient demand and no 
other existing course providers in the city. 
The training at projects was both in food 
growing (those running projects were 
often enthusiasts rather than professional 
growers, and benefited from the opportunity 
to improve their skills) and in topics such as 
First Aid Outdoors or Running a Pick-and-
Cook session. 
Harvest also organised a series of talks 
and events. Some of these were aimed at 
members of the public, covering topics such 
as bees, foraging and no-dig gardening. 
Others were more in depth, enabling growing 
projects to develop skills such as working 
with vulnerable people.
Training was conducted across the city, often 
in community growing spaces, which helped 
raise	their	profile.	Altogether	65	courses	
were run on growing-related topics with over 
550 attendees. A further 150 people attended 
cookery courses, talks and events. Training 
was also offered as part of the networking 
events organised for projects.

There are inevitably different expectations 
about how training should be pitched. 
However,	97%	of	training	attendees	felt	
confident in what they had been trained in. 
Learning about growing and cooking also 
led to behaviour changes such as starting 

to grow food, saving seeds, preserving, 
composting and joining a local growing 
initiative. 92% of participants on Harvest 
training courses said they planned to share 
their learning with someone else.

Of those responding to the online evaluation 
survey,	79.5%	believed	that	Harvest	had	
increased the skills and confidence of local 
people in growing food.
Furthermore, nine respondents specifically 
highlighted that they had passed on 
their learning, got others involved as a 
consequence of it, or had used what they 
learnt to set up community initiatives 
themselves (such as a food co-operative and 
healthy eating group). Training and events 
were frequently described as “motivating”, 
“inspiring” and “empowering”. 
Training was also valued for the opportunity 
to meet people, and courses were often 
described as “fun” and “sociable”. A Harvest 
staff member also felt these events were 
an entry point for people into the local 
food-growing scene. This observation was 
supported by seven survey respondents, 
who cited learning about local and city-wide 
growing projects as a benefit of training. 

Reaching out to deprived communities

Maps showing growing projects across 
Brighton (see	page	16)	illustrate	that	
initiatives exist across areas of relative 
wealth and relative deprivation. Harvest has 
also put considerable effort into developing 
and supporting projects in the more deprived 
areas of the city. 

Volunteering and work experience 

Harvest involved volunteers:
•	In	the	Harvest	office
•	At	events
•	At	the	Preston	Park	Demonstration	

Garden
•	By	referring	them	to	growing	

projects.
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Case Study : Connecting
 The Big Dig 

The Big Dig is a national project coordinated by Sustain in London. Harvest was a founding 
partner of this initiative that aims to get people volunteering in their local community 
growing	projects,	creating	vibrant	community	food	gardens	in	cities	across	the	UK.	As	of	2013	
it	ran	in	27	towns	and	cities	across	the	country.
The first of three nationwide Big Dig Days took place in September 2012 and Harvest 
coordinated and promoted open-day activities at 14 projects across Brighton & Hove. The aim 
was to promote volunteering at community gardens. City-wide promotion including posters, 
maps, press work and social media reached thousands of local people. 
Over 800 people visited the projects during the first event, including the local mayor and an 
MP, and many people were interested in returning to volunteer. By the next national event in 
March	2013,	eight	more	projects	wanted	to	take	part.	
In total 25 growing spaces in Brighton & Hove signed up and participated in the Big Dig Days, 
and over 1,100 people visited the participating projects in total.
Projects involved in the Big Dig events reported feeling part of a food growing community and 
that this paved the way for future joined up working. They also felt the events had increased 
local awareness about community growing projects and how to get involved.

“The weather was fantastic and we had lots of lovely verbal feedback about the space. I 
feel participating has helped really put the project on the map and the publicity reached 
many people who would not normally have found out about us.”

 
                                                                                                             -  Emma Houldsworth, Plot 22

                   London Road Station Partnership Garden                                        Saunders Park Community Garden
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The Big Dig – increasing volunteer 
numbers

Volunteer numbers were given a boost by 
the Big Dig in 2012 and a Big Dig Coordinator 
joined Harvest, allowing for more work 
matching volunteers and projects, and to 
organise corporate volunteering days. 
Increasingly the Big Dig Coordinator is being 
asked to match volunteers with extra support 
needs and to provide growing projects with 
support on working with vulnerable adults. 
There have also been increased requests 
from other food projects (such as community 
cafes) for help in recruiting volunteers.
In the survey, respondents cited wide-
ranging benefits gained from volunteering, 
with learning and sharing knowledge being 
the	most	frequently	mentioned	(31%).	Three	
respondents mentioned specifically that it 
had led to employment opportunities. 

Work experience opportunities

Harvest also offered some work experience 
opportunities. This included a match-
funded programme delivered by the Food 
Partnership and Whitehawk Community 
Food Project targeted at people who had 
been unemployed for a long time. The 
programme funded tutor time at the food 
project and administrative support by the 
Food Partnership.
Twenty people started this programme, 

“ I went to volunteer at Moulsecoomb 
Forest Garden. It was a really great 
experience and I plan to volunteer 
on a fortnightly basis. The forest 
garden seems to have created a great 
community and it’s really nice that they 
get the school involved and also to see 
that they are always developing and 
building. There was a nice lunch around 
the fire which was a really nice touch 
and I got chatting to some interesting 
people.”                       - volunteer enquiry 

A volunteer’s 
experience 
 

“I started volunteering at the vegetable 
demonstration garden in Preston Park in 
April 2010 just after the garden opened. 
After meeting the Harvest Growing Officer, 
we arranged times and days that I could help 
out. At the time I was unemployed, and the 
chance of helping out at the demo garden 
by preparing the seed beds, planting veg 
plants, gave me a very welcome lift at a quite 
low point in my life. 

Over the past two years I have been 
volunteering with Harvest I have met many, 
many different people from all walks of life 
and it has been a real pleasure. Helping 
out in the garden gives me great personal 
satisfaction, not only growing and caring for 
the garden, but also giving advice to many of 
the public that use the park, especially when 
members of the public come back time and 
time again and thank me for the advice I 
gave them. 
Volunteering with Harvest not only gave 
me the chance to indulge my passion for 
growing food but also gave me something 
to focus on while being unemployed. Also, 
being around other volunteers and by talking 
to many of the public gave me back a lot of 
my self-confidence and self-esteem. I am 
so very glad that I started to volunteer for 
Harvest and I will continue to do so for as 
long as I can! I hope 
Harvest is around 
for a very long 
time.” – Gary Johnson, 
volunteer at the Harvest 
demonstration vegetable 
garden in Preston Park

Gary was named South 
East Local Food Hero 
2012 by the Big Lottery 
Fund.
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which offered eight hours a week of 
supported group work at the project aimed 
at increasing confidence. Eight of the 
participants continued to volunteer at the 
end of the programme. Participants reported 
improvements in confidence and one went 
on to full time work. Whitehawk Community 
Food Project benefited from having 512 hours 
of extra help, and were able to achieve a lot 
on their site. 
Although both partners felt that the 
programme was successful, it has not been 
possible to identify further funding of a 
similar level per participant for this type of 
work.
Given the prevailing economic conditions, 
partners agreed that the Harvest should offer 
work experience specifically for younger 
people. The Food Partnership offered a paid 
apprenticeship and two work placements 
through the Future Jobs Fund scheme (18-
24 years old and out of work for at least six 
months) at Harvest. One of the placements 
is now employed full time with the Food 
Partnership Nutrition Team. Harvest 
partners Fork & Dig It and Moulscoombe 
Forest Garden were helped to engage 
people as either paid work placements or 
apprentices. 

Providing information

Another way in which Harvest increases 
skills is by providing information relevant 
to the growing conditions in the city. These 
include monthly growing tips on the website, 
magazine articles and an email newsletter. 
Other information shared includes where 
to buy local food, how to get involved in 
community projects and event listings. 
As	of	March	2013	there	are	2,500	people	
subscribed to the e-newsletter. The monthly 
growing tips page on the website received 
over	7,500	unique	visitors	throughout	Harvest	
and was the third most popular page on the 
whole site. 

The online survey found that:
•	81.5%	(137/168)	of	respondents	had	

learnt something from Harvest’s 
email newsletter, and 
•	45.8%	had	done	something	as	a	result
•		80.9%	had	learnt	something	from	

Harvest’s website, and 
•	38.8%	had	done	something	as	a	

result.

Harvest has also been able to cross-promote 
and refer to other Food Partnership projects 
including work on nutrition, cookery and food 
waste reduction.
The demonstration garden has also provided 
both inspiration and instruction to members 
of the public – some of whom have gone 
on to grow their own, change their growing 
practices, or get involved in or develop their 
own projects.

“Big changes in my life around all of 
these. I cannot imagine going back to 
supermarket veg, not sowing something 
each year, or throwing my compost in the 
bin.” – online survey response

Encouraging the buying of local food

Although Harvest is primarily about growing 
more food, one of the rationales behind 
the project is that it will encourage other 
sustainable food behaviours, including 
getting more people to buy local food. 
A considerable proportion of those who 
answered the evaluation survey reported 
behaviour changes as a result of engagement 
with Harvest. Of these:
•	44%	(90/203)	wasted	less	food
•	41%	now	composted
•	37%	got	someone	involved	in	growing	

or cooking 
•	36%	felt	they	bought	more	local	food.	
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There was a demand from residents for more 
information about where to buy local food, 
so Harvest produced information on this 
subject.	Over	the	course	of	the	project	8,000+	
people visited the website resource on where 
to buy local food and this was the fourth most 
popular page on the whole site. However the 
evaluation did not have resources to assess 
whether this led to increases in sales for 
local food producers. 
Most local food businesses which opened in 
the city during the project approached the 
Harvest team for advice, despite this not 
being a resourced or planned area of work. 
The Chamber of Commerce also approached 
Harvest to help run food business networking 
events. The local food sector had been 
under-represented in business support 
services and from these events there appears 
to be unmet need in terms of supporting 
business skills development in this sector. 
However, this area of work needs specialist 
skills and resource if it is to have real impact. 
As noted elsewhere, most new growing 
projects during Harvest were relatively small 
and aimed at achieving social benefits rather 
than large amounts of food production which 
means that there has not been a significant 
increase in supply which could have affected 
local retail.

Supporting sustainable food 
enterprises

Harvest met with and gave advice to many 
aspiring food businesses. Although not 
experts, staff were able to provide useful 
contact information for local producers, 
access to the network of interested 
individuals that are on the Harvest mailing 
list and a space to discuss ideas. Harvest 
has also supported a number of Community 
Supported Agriculture Schemes including 
Fork & Dig It (Veg Share), Catchbox (direct 
buying from fishermen) and Sheep Share 
(directly buying of the meat from the sheep 
that are used in the city’s conservation 
grazing scheme). In all cases Harvest’s 
contact lists have provided customers and 
helped to attract volunteers. CSA schemes 
in an urban context are unusual - most are 
rural or if they operate in an urban context 
are about farmers bringing produce into 
the city as a market rather than making 
use of the city’s resources. So although still 
at a small scale these schemes add up to 
something potentially significant in terms of 
an alternative approach to food retail for a 
city.

Case Study: Linking  
The Secret Garden, Hove 
 
A rector in Hove approached the Food Partnership about a large, derelict piece of land behind 
their church just after Harvest started in 2009. The church did not want to be involved in any 
activities on the land, but was happy for the local community to use it. At that time no suitable 
group could be identified to take on the space.  
When the church contacted Harvest again in late 2012, the team had developed more 
connections in that neighbourhood (including a community garden Harvest had helped to set 
up) and contacted them about the opportunity. A local residents association then got involved 
and helped find interested people who have since cleared the site, started growing and formed 
a community garden group.
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Conclusions and considerations
The evaluation survey found that 45% of 
respondents were growing more food as a 
result	of	their	involvement	with	Harvest:	30%	
were growing more food than before and 15% 
had started to grow food as a result of their 
engagement with Harvest. Based on this, 
the amount of food grown – in communal 
projects and private spaces – will have 
increased over the course of Harvest, but by 
what volume is difficult to say. A lesson from 
this evaluation is that improved access to 
local food through improving local food retail 
requires considerable resources and direct 
engagement by staff. It cannot be assumed 
that this sort of outcome will be a significant 
side-effect from supporting food growing in a 
city. 
People answering the online evaluation 
survey felt engagement with Harvest resulted 
in improved skills and confidence in: food 
growing	(61%),	environmentally	friendly	
growing	techniques	(43%),	and	in	cooking	
(24%).
Harvest’s experience suggests that training, 
support and providing small funds are key 
to the survival and growth of small projects, 
enabling them to build capacity and skills. 
An effective training programme can also 
develop capacity and skills among volunteers 
and members of the public. 

How could existing projects be helped 
to scale up their activities?

A challenge that has been identified is how 
to support projects to scale up – employ 
their first person, for example, or take on 
contracts with statutory services to deliver 
work (such as running education sessions 
with children excluded from mainstream 
education). 
Given the large number of people with 
mental health issues who attend projects, 
and the benefits of food projects on mental 
health and wellbeing, supporting a number 

of projects to link in with the mental health 
agenda may be an area in which capacity 
should be developed. 
Given the increased competition for grant 
funding, the MCM interviews and staff 
feedback day highlighted the need to focus 
on building non-dependence on grants in 
projects where appropriate, although it was 
also felt that for a lot of projects small grants 
are the best way of supporting people to 
achieve a lot for a small amount of money. 
Non-grant dependence could be achieved 
through greater emphasis on income 
generation. One scenario explored in MCM 
involved the development of ‘hub gardens’ 
to act as a source of training, mentoring 
and volunteer channeling to less formal 
projects in their vicinity as well a providing 
feedback to the Food Partnership on local 
needs. This was generally well supported 
by MCM respondents albeit recognizing that 
hub gardens would nevertheless themselves 
require support.

Training for individuals

Partners delivered much of the Harvest 
training programme. Harvest learnt the 
need to agree expectations with those 
subcontracted to deliver courses. 
For example one partner raised concern at 
their own lack of training experience and 
wondered if the courses they were delivering 
represented value for money for participants. 
(It should be noted that this trainer’s course 
evaluations were positive.) The same delivery 
partner felt that it was given less control over 
the delivery of training – the conditions for 
when to cancel – than it had expected, and 
therefore its relationship with Harvest was 
not one of equal partnership. Similar issues 
were not raised by other delivery partners, 
but this does highlight the importance of 
agreeing expectations, including cancellation 
policies, well in advance and clearly 
communicating decisions.
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There was an ongoing reflection about 
course fees. Throughout the four years, 
Harvest offered subsidised training places. 
Experience from other training providers 
suggested that totally free courses ran high 
risks of people not turning up at all, and 
others felt that it was important to recognise 
that the courses had value. The tension 
was between running a programme that 
covered some, or all of the costs, against 
the risk of excluding some people. Harvest 
undertook market research to look at other 
providers and conducted a survey of training 
participants in year 2.These pieces of work 
along with discussions with trainers led 
to Harvest adapting its policies over time, 
moving to a ‘pay what you can’ system. 

During the evaluation one survey respondent 
said they were unable to afford training, 
while three said they found the sliding scale/
subsidised rates meant they could access 
the	training.	176	people	attended	Harvest	
training at a subsidised rate, with 25% of all 
participants on the benefits rate. 

When the costs of trainer fees, venues, 
administration and promotion had been 
covered Harvest found it hard to deliver 
courses that kept delegate fees low. Without 
the Big Lottery Local Food Fund grant 
it would not have been possible to offer 
subsidised places.
Through Harvest’s first four years it emerged 
that the Harvest website and newsletters 
were an increasingly effective means of 
delivering information and education on 
growing, at a lower cost. Harvest staff felt 
that, in any future programme, greater 
emphasis could be placed on sharing 
information and education through such 
channels. Face-to-face training is in the 
process of being handed over to local 
growing initiatives.

How did Harvest increase the capacity 
of the Food Partnership?

The Food Partnership works on all aspects of 
food – health, cooking, waste reduction and 
growing, and Harvest is a key component of 
this. Harvest increased skills and capacity 
in the Food Partnership as an organisation, 
extending its knowledge around support for 
groups, horticulture and volunteering. It also 
provided the Food Partnership with a shop 
window in the form of the demo garden in 
Preston Park and significantly added to the 
organisation’s communications capacity. 

Fork & Dig It veg share sheme
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Recommendations
•The	Food	Partnership	should	endeavour	to	find	funders	to	continue	the	Good	Food	

Grants. 
•Supporting	the	development	of	projects	has	been	effective	in	increasing	the	skills	and	

capacity of growing projects and should be continued. The Food Partnership should 
consider how best to support those projects that wish to scale up as well as those 
that wish to continue as small volunteer-led projects.
•A	central	point	for	promoting	volunteer	opportunities	on	food	projects	should	be	

maintained, and the way in which this role could better support volunteers with 
specific support needs such as mental or physical health issues should be explored. 
•The	impact	that	volunteering	on	growing	projects	has	on	mental	health	and	

wellbeing should be documented so that this evidence can be used to help inform 
commissioning decisions.
•The	Harvest	website	has	proved	an	effective	way	to	share	knowledge,	and	the	use	of	

web-based learning should be explored. 
•How	the	core	training	programme	can	be	handed	over	to	delivery	partners	should	be	

investigated. The potential of the ‘hub and spoke’ model as a way of providing city 
wide coverage should be included in this.
•The	role	of	volunteering	and	informal	adult	learning	on	growing	projects	as	a	route	

into employment and training opportunities should be further developed.

Advice for other places
•	Small	grants	are	a	valuable	way	of	supporting	community	food	projects	especially	

when backed up by information, advice and support. The return for a relatively small 
amount of money is high and small grants give projects confidence and security.
•	Group	leaders	who	are	volunteers	themselves	need	support	in	their	volunteer	

management role, they should be encouraged to acknowledge this and identify where 
they will get this from (network, management group, other projects, friends).
•	Be	clear	about	the	reason	for	delivering	training	–	is	it	to	generate	income	or	is	it	

about increasing skills in people who may not be able to pay course fees? Consider 
how it would feel to your project to charge a rate for training that may exclude some 
people. 
•	Face	to	face	training	is	very	effective	in	increasing	skills	and	confidence,	but	the	time	

it takes to organise and deliver should not be underestimated. 
•	A	good	website	and	relevant	newsletters	can	be	an	effective	means	of	delivering	

information and education on growing at a lower cost than face-to-face training. 
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Work Stream 3: How well did 
Harvest coordinate and link?

In its first four years, Harvest:
•	Improved	the	accessibility	and	confidence	of	local	food	projects	in	Brighton	&	Hove,	

enabling new projects to start and strengthening existing projects by coordinating efforts 
and linking projects and people.
•	Helped	to	develop	a	city-wide	network	of	food-growing	projects	that	gave	projects	

inspiration and identity, helping their sustainability.
•	Linked	residents	and	other	sectors	in	the	city	to	food-growing	projects.	
•	Acted	as	a	bridge	between	community	groups	and	statutory	services	and	provided	a	focal	

point for food growing.

What Harvest did to develop links and coordinate efforts
The theme of coordination cut across 
all of Harvest’s work, which would be 
expected, since it is underpinned by a 
city-wide approach. Linking effectively 
reduces duplication, saves time, facilitates 
networking and sharing, develops cross-
sector links and enables projects to feel part 
of something bigger.

Created a central point of contact

Harvest aims to provide a central point of 
contact for individuals and organisations 
interested in local food issues across 
Brighton & Hove. It seeks to act as 
the link between growing projects and 
statutory agencies and community-based 
organisations. Harvest was able to offer 
a degree of professionalism which was 
important in terms of building trust with 
the Council. Harvest was responsive to the 
needs of community groups and set out to 
try to save projects time by establishing 
relationships with the people they needed 
to consult on a range of issues. These 
covered everything from discovering who 
was responsible for specific land, to getting a 
biodiversity assessment done, a tap fixed or a 
fence replaced. 

“[any time] I’ve got an issue, I pick up the 
phone [to Harvest] and say ‘does anybody 
know how or who I could speak to on 
this?”.                      – food project interview

Interviews with individuals running local 
food projects suggest that Harvest has been 
successful in providing a central point of 
contact for local food issues, and that this 
coordination and linking has made a positive 
contribution to the development of local food 
projects. This support is valued by both older 
and smaller, less-established projects.

 
Interviews with Council employees 
highlighted the importance for them of 
knowing Harvest was there to support 
community food work.

“As an organisation we are now 13 years 
old and when we started we felt very much 
on the margins. [But] our involvement 
with Harvest has definitely ... helped to 
mainstream what we are about.” 
                                  – food project interview 

Headlines
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Develop a network around community food growing
Harvest also set out to create a city-wide 
network of community growing projects, 
including within this a specialist Harvest 
Schools network. A strong network allows 
young projects to quickly establish links 
within the local food community. Existing 
projects benefit through opportunities 
to share information and experiences. 
On a more practical level, the network 
was intended to avoid duplicating work, 
allow resources to be pooled, and make it 
easier to identify skills gaps (which means 
training and support could be targeted more 
effectively) and coordinate volunteers. 

The practical benefits from this network 
were identified through the survey and 
interviews as: exchanging ideas and learning, 
discussing and overcoming common 
problems, seeing other gardens in action, 
increasing composting rates and waste 
diversion, initiating new projects, and greater 
volunteer numbers. 
Examples of the success in this area 
included linking new projects to resources 
produced by established projects, such 
as Moulsecoomb Forest Garden’s risk 
assessment processes, and linking 
academics from the two local universities 
with community food projects.
On another level, this network was intended 

Case Study: Networks  

Harvest Schools 

Match funding from Ernest Cook Trust enabled Harvest to provide up to £200 to 12 primary 
schools in Brighton & Hove to purchase compost, tools, seeds, plants, fruit trees, gardening 
gloves, and other items to give their gardens a boost, such as water butts, wormeries and 
wood for building raised beds, small cold frames or greenhouses. 
The	total	amount	spent	on	equipment	and	materials	was	£2,300.	Harvest	offered	six	schools	
with more complex needs a total of 42-hours of one-to-one advice, while a member of the 
Harvest team visited a few of the other schools to give basic advice. Harvest held three 
termly	networking	meetings	for	people	involved	in	running	school	gardens	and	16	different	
primary schools and six representatives of Harvest and its partners participated. Six other 
schools received information by email.  Although the grant only funded work with primary 
schools, through some further match funding Harvest were able to extend this support to 
secondary schools and include them in the networking meetings. Harvest also provided four 
secondary schools with gardening equipment and offered mentoring support to a secondary 
school for pupils who have been excluded from mainstream education.

“We have been working on a project to incorporate food growing into the schools curriculum. 
We received a grant to help with this which enabled us to buy essentials ….. The network 
meeting I have attended has been invaluable. I have made connections with other schools 
and gained knowledge and ideas into the tricky issue of building it into the schools already 
over loaded curriculum. The grant for expert gardening advisors has been highly valuable” 
                                                                                                                   – online survey response
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to provide inspiration and to sustain the 
enthusiasm of local food projects, helping 
them to feel part of something bigger. Owing 
to the fact that they are operated largely on 
a voluntary basis, and because of the nature 
of their work, food-growing projects can 
become isolated or inward looking. 
The network has made face-to-face 
networking, visiting other projects, and 
feeling symbolically part of a local food 
community all possible.  

Link residents and projects

Harvest’s communications tools also 
provided city residents with a route into 
community food-growing projects.  
Projects are often tucked away out of site and 
Harvest’s website, magazine, social media 

work and attendance at community events 
links city’s residents and the projects (see 
The	Big	Dig,	p.37).	Sixty-nine	percent	of	
those interviewed felt a city-wide approach 
influenced what Harvest had been able to 
achieve, and Harvest staff also perceived this 
to be the case. 

Coordinating effort between partners

Having a partner with staff to lead and 
oversee the whole project also helped 
ensure coordination. The Harvest team led 
on managing grant claims and reporting 
and agreeing work plans with the Local 
Food Fund. The partner projects were able 
to focus on delivery of frontline work. The 
overall project therefore had a lower cost for 
administration and finance.

Moulsecoomb Primary School
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Conclusions and considerations

Being a successful connector

Interviewees described a range of methods through which they felt that Harvest had been 
effective in linking. These can be broadly divided into:
•	Connecting	projects	with	projects.	For	example,	through	events	such	as	workshops	and	

networking lunches, and by encouraging collaboration. 
•	Connecting	projects	with	resources	and	people.	For	example,	through	distributing	

information, providing advice and free resources, and facilitating introductions.
•	Connecting	projects	with	the	broader	public.	For	example	by	promoting	projects	on	the	

Harvest website, fielding inquiries from the public, and running initiatives such as the 
Big Dig Open Garden days.

Many interviewees reported that Harvest’s success in cultivating a network was not only a result 
of what it did, but how. Harvest is often described as ‘always being at the end of the telephone’, 
and the enthusiasm, can-do attitude, and dedication of Harvest staff were mentioned frequently.

Increase 
confidence

•	Being	able	to	share	experiences,	knowledge	and	resources	with	
similar projects around them gives smaller, younger projects 
confidence.
•	Some	projects	feel	they	would	have	struggled	to	start	and	establish	

themselves without the supportive network provided by Harvest.

Develop identity •	Being	part	of	a	network	can	give	projects	a	sense	of	validation	and	
help sustain them.
•	It	helps	to	heighten	the	sense	of	common	interest	or	purpose	

across the local food community, adding to its sustainability.
•	It	encourages	projects	to	view	each	other	as	allies	and	not	

competitors.

Provide inspiration •	A	well-connected	and	accessible	local	food	community	inspires	
both new and existing projects to grow and develop.
•	New	projects	are	able	to	see	what	has	worked	or	not	worked	for	

others, potentially improving their survival rate.

Improve access •	A	network	helps	smaller	and	younger	projects	by	‘putting	them	on	
the map’, ‘putting them in touch with others’ and ‘spreading the 
word’. 
•	It	can	broaden	the	existing	reach	of	more	established	projects.

Figure 9: What did feeling part of a larger food-growing community mean for projects?
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The	majority	(64%)	of	project	representatives	
interviewed agreed that they felt part of 
something bigger as a result of Harvest. 
The positive respondents included both 
newer and more established projects. Older 
projects confirmed that there was much less 
coordination and interaction between food-
growing projects before Harvest. 
Most of the people interviewed said they had 
worked with a new project or strengthened 
an existing relationship as a result of their 
engagement	with	Harvest	(83%).	
This result was backed up with a third of 
respondents to the survey who were involved 
in community growing groups specifically 
stating they had benefited from networking 
opportunities.
There was one large, established project 
interviewed that felt that Harvest had a 
negative impact on the project’s profile and 
the number of volunteers that came to the 
project. This was not an experience shared by 
the two other larger established projects that 
were interviewed. 
The evaluators identified four main 
(interrelated) ways in which of feeling linked 
in to a larger food growing community 
contributed to projects’ development. These 
are	shown	in	Figure	9	page	47.	The	way	in	
which projects value the network appears 
to evolve as projects become larger or 
more established. Survival and support 
were a greater priority for smaller projects, 
while larger ones seemed more focused on 
harnessing the power of a network to further 
develop themselves, for example to reach to 
a broader audience.

Face-to-face networking

City-wide networking between projects was 
initiated in the third year of Harvest, and 
there is evidence that some projects have not 
yet fully exploited its potential. This may be 
because the immediate focus of any growing 
project is to deal with the huge volumes 
of work on site. It may be that, for newer 
projects in particular, the confidence, identity 
and inspiration derived from simply feeling 
a part of something bigger is a necessary 
precondition for more interaction with other 
projects and the emergence of deeper 
alliances. Such relationships may require a 
longer period to fully develop.
This suggests a need for ongoing, easily 
accessible networking opportunities. Linking 
networking with skills development has also 
been successful, such as through the Harvest 
Schools network, where each meeting has a 
learning theme. (See Case Study p.45)
One MCM interviewee felt that coordination 
between needs and resources within the 
Harvest network could be improved by more 
sensitively linking areas of need with those 
who could meet those needs. A significant 
proportion (44%) of those surveyed felt that 
networking events were among the most 
important types of support for Harvest to 
deliver in the future.

“[before Harvest] there was no organisation between these different projects, everyone was 
doing their own thing... [Harvest has improved] access for newer people who are interested, 
because they don’t have to go around asking everyone, they can just go to Harvest and there are 
events and courses and things they can go to and meet people there.”  
                                                                                                                                 – food project interview
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Recommendations
•	Broadening	networking	and	training	opportunities	out	to	the	wider	community	food	

sector (cookery groups, community cafes, etc) may further enhance the coordinating 
and linking work that has been so successful under Harvest.
•	While	projects	can	struggle	to	capitalise	on	networking	opportunities,	they	

nevertheless strongly valued it as an activity on offer and something they would like 
to see continue in the future. 

Advice for other places
•	For	small,	volunteer-led	projects	taking	time	to	attend	networking	events	isn’t	always	

seen as a priority. Linking events to training activities or opportunities to benefit from 
resources is a good way of getting people along. 
•	Running	networking	events	at	projects	enables	people	to	visit	places	they	might	not	

normally.
•	Develop	good	relationships	with	people	who	can	solve	problems	for	projects.
•	Creating	a	central	point	of	contact	was	very	effective.	Good	communication	between	

the staff team and with projects and statutory services needs to underpin this. 
•	Funding	a	lead	partner	to	manage	the	grant	in	partnership	with	frontline	projects	who	

can focus on delivery is an effective way to coordinate efficient use of resources at a 
local level.
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Work Stream 4: How well did 
Harvest communicate and 
influence?
In its first four years, Harvest:
•	Used	its	expertise	and	independence	to	successfully	lobby	key	decision-makers	and	

influence local and national policy. 
•	Created	a	city-wide	platform	to	communicate	about	food	growing
•	Embraced	the	use	of	social	media,	especially	Twitter.
•	Worked	to	ensure	that	key	city-wide	planning	and	policy	documents	either	focus	on	or	

include food growing.
•	Built	credibility	and	strong	one-to-one	relationships	through	the	passion	and	

commitment of its staff, enabling it to more readily influence key stakeholders.
•	Influenced	people’s	awareness	of	food	growing	and	their	food-related	behaviour	

(particularly around food waste).

What Harvest did to communicate with and influence 
people and policy

Communication was crucial to the success of 
all of Harvest’s work and was at the heart of 
what the project did. Harvest communicated 
using a variety of means in order to: 

•	Engage	residents	in	the	work	and	
inspire people to change food 
behaviours. 
•	Promote	the	work	of	community	food	

projects.
•	Reach	out	to	those	who	might	benefit	

from involvement in growing projects.
•	Draw	out	information	on	issues	of	

collective concern for food projects in 
order to lobby decision makers.
•	Raise	awareness	amongst	other	

organisations (voluntary sector, 
business and statutory) of the work 
of Harvest and how they could get 
involved.
•	Influence	decision	makers	and	embed	

food work in city wide strategies and 
policies.

•	Share	what	was	learnt	locally	and	
nationally (linked to dissemination 
work stream).
•	Celebrate	successes	and	food.

Established a communication strategy

Harvest’s business plan stated that the 
project would “build on the desire within the 
city to grow and consume more local food”, 
but should also “win the hearts and minds 
of residents... by inspiring people to change 
habits” (Harvest Business Plan p.29). 
This raised the question of how resources 
should be allocated between: (a) nurturing 
existing interest, and (b) developing new 
interest? 
Harvest outlined its approach to this in 
its communications strategy: “The Year 1 
priority… should be to focus on targeting 
those who are already keen to grow their 
own or grow more but need a bit of support 
to	do	so.	In	Years	2	and	3	we	can	use	the	

Headlines
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momentum and knowledge gained during 
this first year to work on supporting those 
who are initially less supportive or interested 
in growing their own.” 
The approach is based on the theory of the 
cycle of behaviour change: if you provide 
someone with information or opportunity at a 
time when they are contemplating something 
then they are more like to move to take 
action.

Use various communication channels

Harvest engaged a Project Manager who 
would bring communications skills to the 
projects and who developed the project’s 
brand, tone and methods of communication.
Harvest then developed a variety of channels 
to support its communications strategy. 
These included its website, Facebook page, 
Twitter account and email newsletter. 
Harvest also had a section within the 
quarterly Food Partnership’s magazine, City 
Food News, currently distributed to 1,500 
readers. Some of these methods may have 
appealed more immediately to those already 
interested in food.
Activities with a greater potential to bring in 
audiences not already interested in growing 
food included appearances in the local and 
national press and radio, the publicity around 
Harvest’s community composting scheme, 
and distributing brochures and leaflets 
around the city. 
Harvest had 15-20 articles a year in 
the Argus, the local paper, which has a 
readership of 48,000 across Sussex. Over 
the four years it also had 14 national press 
articles and 18 articles in specialist press.

The Food Partnership saw its membership 
increase from 400 when Harvest started 
to	3,000	today,	which	is	believed	by	the	
Partnership to be at least partly attributable 
to Harvest’s communications work.

Events

Harvest organised and attended numerous 
events which provided opportunities to 
engage with and influence members of the 
public. Figure 10 (page 52) shows events 
at which Harvest was present between 
September	2009	and	March	2013,	including	
those events attended by more than 200 
people.

Harvest website and social media

Audiences for Harvest’s website and social 
media increased steadily over the course 
of	the	project	(see	Figure	11	page	53).	The	
steady increases mirror the cumulative and 
steady increase in the number of projects 
Harvest supported each year (see Figure 1 
page 15). 
Harvest started at a time when social media 
sites like Twitter were just beginning to gain 
worldwide attention and the project aimed 
to test whether these could be a useful tool 
for engagement. Social media was felt to be 
particularly relevant in Brighton & Hove due 
to its strong digital and creative sector and 
since a large proportion of the population is 
in the 25-54 age range, the key user group 
for Twitter in particular. Other key reasons to 
use social media were the ability to spread 
messages via ‘word of mouth’ and to engage 
in dialogue with interested people. 



Figure 10:  Location of community events attended by Harvest (2009-2013)
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The results from social media have exceeded 
expectations. Harvest has gained a strong 
online	following	(3,000+	in	early	2013)	
and an active community of supporters 
who engage with articles, recipes and tips 
and give feedback on the project’s events, 
courses and other activities. Social media 
has enabled Harvest to make a variety of new 
connections, maintain contact with partners 
who use social media and raise the project’s 
profile with new audiences (including 
bloggers, journalists and people across the 
country interested in its work).
The National Lottery Awards in 2012 saw 
Harvest nominated as Best Environment 
Project – getting to the final required two 
rounds of online public voting. Harvest 
came in second place, quite an achievement 
against widely supported national projects. 
The Harvest social networks also helped to 
secure enough votes to get volunteer Gary 
awarded Southeast Local Food Hero in 2012.

Develop strong one-to-one 
relationships 

The core team was very aware that how they 
communicated with people was crucial. 
Much of the work to influence decision-
makers took place because of relationships 
that were developed personally by the team. 
Taking Councillors and staff from the Council 
and NHS to visit food projects was one 
tactic used to help bridge the gap between 
those working in offices on policy and those 
working with people on projects.

“ I would never have known about the vast 
array of food growing project going on 
in the city had Harvest not organised an 
induction visit.”  
- Newly-elected Councillor responsible 
for Environmental Sustainability 
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Harvest also worked closely with champions 
in different departments at the Council, at 
the universities and within the NHS. Finding 
and “winning the hearts and minds” of 
people working across a range of Council 
departments (from Economic Development, 
Planning, Housing and Allotments to Waste 
and Environmental Health), and other 
professional groups, such as GPs and 
teachers, has been a success of Harvest. 
The often fragmented nature of statutory 
services means that champions are needed 
in different city services to ensure that 
messages get spread widely.

Lobbying

Harvest attended regular meetings 
with Council representatives from the 
Sustainability, Planning, Parks and Housing 
departments with a view to influencing policy. 
Amongst other things, engagement with the 
Council focused upon:
•	The	One	Planet	Living	Strategy	
•	The	City	Plan
•	Getting	agreement	on	protocols	

and checklists for supporting food 
growing on Council land
•	Training	and	supporting	staff	to	

encourage more growing projects on 
Council land

The Food Partnership’s Director represents 
the Food Partnership on several strategic 
partnerships within the city, such as the 
Brighton & Hove Local Strategic Partnership 
and the City’s Sustainability Partnership. 
She is also an active member of the 
Community and Voluntary Sector Forum, and 
is involved with a number of health-related 
partnerships. 
As a result, the experiences of community 
food projects, volunteers, and development 
workers associated with Harvest are 
represented in a range of strategic fora 
and have influenced, among other things, 
the city’s Communities Strategy, the Joint 
Strategic Needs Assessment, and the city’s 
Health And Wellbeing Strategy. 

Harvest’s influence within the Council was 
reflected in the Council’s request for Harvest 
to host part of its UNESCO Biosphere bid-
assessment visit. 
Interviews with Council representatives 
and wider stakeholders suggest that 
Harvest developed a constructive working 
relationship with the Council and was able to 
successfully influence attitudes and opinions 
at all levels within the Council. 

Council representatives reported that the 
presence of an ‘outside’ or ‘independent’ 
voice had given them greater ‘clout’ within 
the Council, and that the Council regarded 
Harvest as a source of ‘expert’ opinion. 
MCM interviews consolidated this view, 
highlighting that by engaging in grassroots 
activity, Harvest and the Food Partnership 
were able to contribute highly valued first-
hand knowledge and experience. 
Harvest’s independence also served an 
important role in mediating relationships and 
interactions between the Council and other 
stakeholders.

Responding to consultations

Harvest’s work has also been represented 
by the Food Partnership in responses to a 
range of city-wide consultations including 
the Waste Strategy, the plans for the 
redevelopment of the hospital (which 
includes a roof garden) and redevelopments 
of key sites in the city. Harvest takes 
opportunities to speak out on behalf of food 
projects on strategies that will have a direct 
impact on them, such as the Allotment 
Strategy, or that will have an impact on 
access to land, such as the City Plan.

“The awareness across the Council amongst 
senior officers, officers generally, and 
councillors, is significantly increased, and their 
support for this whole agenda has increased 
exponentially since Harvest.”  
                                       - Council officer interview
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“ When I hear senior staff from the Council – like the Head of Planning or the Head of Cityparks 
talking about the role of food growing spaces in new developments or the importance of edible 
landscapes or the Public Health Consultant writing the city’s Joint Strategic Needs Assessment 
saying ‘what about allotments’  I know that going to all those citywide partnership meetings and 
being enthusiastic and positive about what food work can achieve has worked.”             
                                                                      – Vic Borrill, Director, Brighton & Hove Food Partnership

Lobbying successes 
 
Harvest’s lobbying activities led to some notable successes in influencing the City 
Council and long-term policy, creating lasting change. 

The Planning Advisory Note (PAN) – Food Matters drafted a Planning Advisory 
Note (PAN) with the Council, encouraging developers to incorporate food growing into 
new housing developments in the city.  Brighton & Hove became the first local authority 
in the UK to adopt such planning advice. This gained coverage on local television. In 
the 12 months following the Council’s endorsement of PAN, 44 out of 98 planning 
applications (45%) had proposed food growing as part of development – amounting to 
186m2 including 12 fruit and nut trees.  

Sustainability Planning Checklist – The Council developed an online checklist 
which developers must complete for all planning applications. Harvest pressed 
successfully for the inclusion of a question about space for food growing, and one about 
distance to a shop selling fresh produce. 

City Plan – Harvest’s lobbying has resulted in various mentions of space for food 
growing	in	the	new	City	Plan	for	2013–2020.	This	includes	mention	of	the	use	of	the	
PAN for food growing, and specific mention of the expectation that space for growing 
food is identified for major new housing redevelopment – Toads Hole Valley. The City 
Plan also refers to the need to consider food growing as part of planning decisions for 
the urban fringe. 

One Planet Sustainability Action Plan – This includes land for food growing, 
urban fringe and school gardens following lobbying by Harvest. 

City’s Food Strategy (Spade to Spoon) - The learning from Harvest informed 
the update of the city’s Food Strategy Spade to Spoon: Digging Deeper. This document 
was endorsed by the City Council Cabinet and Local Strategic Partnership in 2012 
and now has an aim which states: More food consumed in the city is grown, produced 
and processed locally using methods that protect bio-diversity and enhance the 
environment.
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Case Study: Reaching out 
Moulsecoomb Forest Garden 
 
Moulsecoomb Forest Garden (MFG) has been running since 2001. It is open two days a 
week teaching people growing, cooking, woodland skills and carpentry with a particularly 
emphasis on working with pupils struggling in the classroom. Moulsecoomb is one of the 
city’s most deprived areas and in the 10% most deprived in the country with local problems 
including unemployment and ill health. Whilst the estate has very limited access to shops 
selling fresh produce it does have an abundance of land.

 
MFG used funding from Harvest to increase the opportunities to take part in growing by 
extending the project’s work with the two local schools.  MFG established a new growing 
space – raised beds, soft fruit area and orchard at the newly built BACA (secondary) school 
where produce from the gardens has been used by pupils studying catering. They also 
expanded work with Moulsecoomb Primary school which now has within their grounds an 
orchard, nut trees, vegetable beds, a World War II and World Garden, chickens whose eggs 
are used in the breakfast club and cooking lessons. 
 
Through the Harvest partnership MFG has worked with the Food Partnership’s Cookery 
Team to deliver weekly outdoor cookery sessions at the project for pupils who struggle in 
mainstream education and worked with the Permaculture Trust on planting 90 fruit trees in 
the area, including at both schools. 

With the support of the Council’s planning department an orchard was included in the 
landscape plans for the newly-built historical records centre The Keep. The local vicar came 
up with the great idea that what would really compliment the new building would be an 
orchard of heritage Sussex fruit trees. A year later children from both schools were braving 
the freezing weather to plant trees and drink hot apple juice they had made. More fruit trees 
were planted at the Bevendean Pub which local residents are trying to re-open as the first 
co-operative pub on a housing estate in the UK. But it will be so much more than just a pub; 
for starters it will have an edible pubgarden! 
 
Educating young people about growing fruit and vegetables and planting food across the 
estate is the approach being taken by the Forest Garden to increase access to fresh produce. 
As Warren Carter, Project Manager said, ‘’with support from Harvest the Forest Garden are 
helping to transform Moulsecoomb back to its original vision of being a garden estate.’’
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Conclusions and considerations

Who did Harvest communicate with and influence?

The broad consensus of those interviewed for this evaluation is that Harvest was effective at 
communicating	(5/6),	and	that	this	had	increased	the	awareness	of	local	food	within	Brighton	&	
Hove. 
Most	interviewees	(6/8)	felt	that	Harvest	was	successful	in	engaging	with	a	diverse	range	of	
stakeholders, including those experiencing disadvantage. However, notwithstanding successes, 
Harvest encountered some challenges in this area, and several evaluation and MCM interviewees 
would like to see further work done. 
Harvest staff themselves feel that targeting particular societal groups or areas of deprivation 
more directly requires more attention and resource. MCM respondents supported methods 
like knocking on doors, face-to-face engagement, as well as putting more focus on community 
development. 
The core team know from experience that the advantage of food work is that is provides many 
ways for people to get involved and that using a combination of initiatives around cooking, 
growing, composting, and eating together is very effective. It takes time for local communities to 
trust that projects are going to last. Working with partners that represent communities of interest 
is also an area for further work. Future work would build on projects like Racehill Orchard which 
engages new people in a very deprived part of the city.
Developing momentum, and progressively reaching different parts of the community, takes 
time. In Harvest’s initial four years, it has created a sizeable energetic and active food-growing 
community in the city. It is now – with the credibility, momentum, experience and networks it has 
developed – that Harvest is in a position to effectively reach further.
Harvest’s successes in influencing stakeholders – both through lobbying and through broader 
awareness-raising initiatives – can largely be attributed to its independence and expertise, its 
connection with both the grassroots and the strategic level, and the credibility, passion and 
commitment of its staff. 

What effect did this work have on people’s behaviour?

Over three-quarters of survey respondents felt that Harvest had increased awareness of the 
benefits of growing, buying and eating local produce. It should be noted that these were largely 
individuals with some interest in or engagement with food growing already. Related to this (as 
discussed	on	page	39)	for	those	who	answered	the	survey,	involvement	with	Harvest	led	to	a	
range of changes in their behaviour, from composting more to eating more local food. 
There is evidence that Harvest also indirectly reached people other than those already interested 
in food issues. Harvest estimates that about 50% of food-growing projects in the city use food 
growing to engage diverse groups of people, such as young people at risk of exclusion from 
school, unemployed people, or people dealing with mental health issues.
One project leader explained that ‘about half’ of those drawn to her growing project came for 
reasons other than an interest in food. Another gave the example of a retired couple whose 
involvement in the garden had ‘completely transformed the way they eat’. 
The demo garden in Preston Park provided a platform for increasing awareness amongst the 
general public.
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The community composting scheme also provided opportunities to influence a broader range 
of individuals than growing projects. One project leader interviewed described how introducing 
community composting to the site had resulted in new younger individuals becoming involved 
with the project - people who didn’t have the time for gardening but wanted to compost. 
Community composting is an example of an activity under Harvest that has shown strong 
positive environmental benefits, as Figure 4 (p.20) shows. 
Interviewees suggested that Harvest’s website, Facebook and Twitter presence are used well. 
However, they felt it was important that this web-based approach continued to be part of a more 
substantial programme of communications that included face-to-face engagement. 

One Brighton rooftop allotments
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One Brighton rooftop allotments

Recommendations
•	The	Food	Partnership	should	continue	to	communicate	at	a	city-wide	level	about	

Harvest as this provides a way for residents to engage, behaviours to be changed 
and projects to thrive. Resources need to be found for this. 
•	Resources	need	to	be	found	so	that	Harvest	can	continue	to	lobby	decision-makers	

and influence policy to support long-term change in the city. 
•	Involvement	in	food	growing	will	impact	on	other	food	behaviours	and	so	should	be	

supported by those looking to influence behaviours around health, neighbourhood 
cohesion, poverty and waste. People seem to start with interest in one food issue 
and then progress to others. Harvest should develop further the evidence about the 
pathways for food and behaviour change.
•	Harvest	should	build	on	work	and	reach	out	working	in	partnership	with	targeted	

communities and specific neighbourhoods to involve more people in food growing.
•	Harvest	should	continue	to	run	the	demonstration	garden	to	engage	people	in	

the work. The Council’s Parks Department is asked to continue its support of this 
project.
•	The	results	of	the	land	mapping	project	should	be	used	to	inform	the	development	of	

larger scale projects and feed into policy and planning guidance for the city’s urban 
fringe.

Advice for other places
•	Communications	work	is	integral	to	any	city-wide	project.	The	skills	and	resources	

needed to achieve this should be at the heart of the work not tagged on. 
•	Although	social	media	is	very	effective	and	low-cost	to	set	up,	it	does	require	

significant staff and volunteer time to be done well.
•	One-to-one	relationships	are	crucial	when	influencing	policy-makers	–	both	elected	

officials and senior staff in statutory services. 
•	Responding	to	consultations	takes	time	but	can	be	very	effective	when	trying	to	raise	

understanding with policy makers about food work. 
•	The	planning	system	has	enormous	potential	to	support	local	food	growing.	If	you	

are only able to get involved in one area of policy work, this is the one Harvest would 
recommend. See Harvest’s web briefing on this.
•	Be	realistic	in	what	you	can	achieve	–if	you	work	at	a	neighbourhood	level	the	people	

you want to engage with are those living and operating there, not people across the 
city.
•	Use	food	to	celebrate	and	show	what	you	are	talking	about.	Take	local	produce	along	

to meetings with new people, offer food at events and hold training at projects.
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Work Stream 5: How well did 
Harvest disseminate and share 
learning?

In its first four years, Harvest:
•	Became	a	leading	voice	on	local	food	issues	in	the	UK.
•	Gave	oral	evidence	to	the	House	of	Commons	Select	Committee	on	Sustainable	Food.
•	Inspired	food-growing	projects	around	the	country.	
•	Shared	its	successes	at	supporting	local	food	projects	and	driving	local	food	policy.	
•	Drew	on	the	networks	it	had	created	to	disseminate	information	and	learning.
•	Developed	an	award-winning	Planning	Advisory	Note	for	food	growing	in	new	

developments.

What Harvest did to disseminate and share learning
From the outset, Harvest aimed to share 
its experience and knowledge and to act 
as an example for projects in other cities – 
both in the UK and abroad. In particular, it 
aimed to disseminate learning that could be 
replicated. This evaluation is a key element of 
the dissemination process.
Dissemination activity included: 

•	Circulating	annual	reports	on	Harvest	
to a reference group of academics, 
project representatives, policy-
makers and planners (This also 
sought to encourage other projects 
nationally to share learning with the 
Harvest team). 
•	Attending	conferences	or	sharing	

learning in places including Swansea, 
Middlesbrough, Berlin, Paris, London 
and Manchester. Harvest also 
presented at specialist conferences 
on town planning.
•	Initiating	a	Shared	Learning	Visit	

with other Local Food Fund Beacon 
Projects.
•	Issuing	national	press	releases	and	

submitting articles to a diverse range 

of publications (coverage included 14 
national press articles and 18 articles 
in specialist press).
•	Encouraging	visits	from	other	

projects 
•	Giving	oral	evidence	to	the	House	

of Commons Select Committee on 
Sustainable Food
•	Producing	and	distributing	annual	

reports, and a final project report 
(including this evaluation report) to 
local and national policymakers
•	Entering	the	Planning	Advisory	Note	

for Food Growing in national planning 
awards to broaden awareness of 
the work. The PAN is a finalist in 
the	2013	Royal	Institute	of	Town	
Planners Awards and has been 
highly commended in the South East 
Constructing Excellence Awards 
2013.

Headlines
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Involvement in the Local Food 
Programme

As a single-issue Big Lottery 
programme, Local Food itself provided 
a platform for dissemination and 
sharing. Harvest and its partners presented 
at a number of Local Food-funded Share 
and Learn networking events, and Vic 
Borrill, Director of the Food Partnership 
gave a presentation at the Local Food Fund’s 
national evaluation event ‘More than just 
the veg’ in 2012. Harvest also used the 
opportunities and connections promoted via 
the foodecommunity website.

The Big Dig 

Harvest’s involvement with the Big Dig (see 
page	37)	provides	a	strong	example	of	how	
it has shared knowledge and experience at 
a national level. As a city partner, Harvest 
provided significant input into the direction 
of the Big Dig, which disseminated learning 
to food projects in over 20 towns and cities in 
the UK.
The Big Dig’s national coordinator described 
Brighton as one of the project’s better-
developed partner cities, with a much 
stronger local network of food projects 
than most. She suggested that other cities 
should regard Harvest’s work in Brighton 
as “something to aspire to” and are aiming 
to follow Brighton’s example in cultivating 
similar large communities of local food 
projects. 

Responding to direct enquiries and 
requests for advice

Harvest’s influence reached beyond those 
directly involved in the Big Dig. For example, 
Edinburgh contacted Harvest for advice in 
how to develop a Grow Your Neighbour’s 
Own scheme, Swansea took advice from 
Harvest on a citywide approach to growing 
and Harvest was closely involved with 
representatives from the Federation of 
City Farms and Gardens regarding the 
development of a land bank of potential 
growing space. Harvest is now involved in a 
national project led by Sustain looking at the 
role of growing projects in health services 
and is on the advisory group for this work.
Cities around the UK view Harvest as a 
leading voice in driving the food policy 
agenda. The Planning Advisory Note is an 
example of the kind of long-term policy 
that other cities are seeking to emulate, 
and offers a practical template for them to 
follow (see page 55). It has led to national 
and international enquiries about developing 
planning-led approaches to support food 
growing. Harvest has produced a specific 
web resource and briefing on the PAN. 
As well as influencing projects in other 

“ The Government must now learn 
from these local experiences and 
commit to a national food policy 
which is fit for purpose”. 
Caroline Lucas, MP for Brighton 
Pavilion’

From left to right, Caroline Lucas MP, 
Clare Devereux, Vic Borrill, Simon Kirby 
MP, at the House of Commons for the 
select committee on sustainable food. 
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cities, Harvest’s submission of evidence to 
the House of Commons Select Committee on 
Sustainable Food was an example of how it 
has shared experience and knowledge at the 
highest strategic level. 

A policy of sharing

All Harvest’s information is made freely 
available on its website and the project 
aims to answer enquiries from other places 
promptly, although it does encourage 
those with enquiries to look at all of the 
information and resources on the website 
first. Harvest responded to an average of 2 
enquiries a month from other places and 
academics interested in the work.

“As an organisation operating at the 
forefront of the sustainable food 
agenda we are often in the position of 
being the first to develop something. 
The Food Partnership is very willing 
to share information, experiences and 
resources. As an organisation our ethos 
is that if we can save other people 
time or money by making use of what 
we have developed then we will – we 
are all trying to achieve similar things 
through sustainable food work. Also if 
our successes help to inspire others 
then we have achieved even greater 
things.” 
                 - Vic Borrill, Director, BHFP

Conclusions and considerations

Harvest’s work in disseminating its knowledge and experience is complemented by the approach 
it has taken, engaging both at the grassroots level and at a strategic level. 
Working at the grassroots has enabled Harvest to develop momentum behind food growing, 
and has helped it to support a large network of food growing projects across the city. This 
has attracted the interest of other cities and has positioned Harvest as an authority on how to 
develop a citywide community of food projects. 
Meanwhile, engaging at a strategic level with local decision-makers has enabled Harvest to 
influence long-term local policy. This has attracted the attention of projects in other cities 
seeking to have a similar impact, and of those influencing policy at a national level.
When Harvest started, it did not define exactly what dissemination was intended to achieve. 
Resource was made available to attend some conferences, produce reports and share learning, 
but there was not enough time to follow up with other places about what this helped them to 
achieve. 

“I wanted to give you a quick update 
on the learning exchange we did 
with you around food growing and 
planning. I just wanted to say thanks 
as it’s been really useful learning 
from the experiences in Brighton 
and the Supplementary Planning 
Guidance you have in place….. We 
held a meeting with London planners 
about adopting something similar 
into their local plans, core strategies 
and development plan documents. 
We’re producing a report off the 
back of this that we’ll send over to 
you in due course. Hopefully we can 
champion these approaches with 
other cities through the Sustainable 
Food Cities network. So basically I 
wanted to say thanks as it’s sparked 
something really productive here.”  
                      - Ben Reynolds, Sustain
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Recommendations
•	If	Harvest’s	work	is	to	continue	to	be	disseminated	ongoing	funding	is	needed	to	

continue and maintain the momentum that has been developed. This should include 
capacity to assess how and where learning from Harvest has been adopted.
•	If	funders	are	supporting	new	work	within	the	local	food	arena	they	should	support	

projects to disseminate – this will save others trying to do similar work in the future.
•	A	stronger	network	of	towns	and	cities	working	on	sustainable	food	issues	would	

allow for better sharing of learning between places working on similar issues.
•	Local	strategic	bodies	should	acknowledge	the	credibility	that	Harvest	has	brought	

to the city nationally and continue to build on the pioneering food work for which it 
is seen as a leader. Just how far the city is ahead nationally in terms of food work 
should be recognized as a unique feature of Brighton & Hove and be used when 
developing future policy, strategy and bids for resources.
•	Finding	ways	to	more	effectively	share	stories	with	local	partners	and	projects	around	

achievements at national and international level is something to focus on in the 
future. 

Advice for other places
•	It’s	important	to	be	able	to	clearly	demonstrate	and	communicate	your	successes	and	

how you achieved them if you want to gain wider credibility. And although obvious be 
willing to share what hasn’t worked too!
•	Dissemination	can	take	many	forms	including	attending	conferences,	visiting	other	

places and hosting visits, writing up work, responding to national consultation and 
sharing locally. However, the time and resources needed to do this activity can take 
away from time spent on project delivery.
•	Visits	from	other	places	can	take	a	lot	of	time,	if	this	isn’t	covered	by	your	funding	

stream ask visitors for a donation to your work.
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What has Harvest achieved 
overall?
Harvest is a large and complex programme of activities and initiatives with many aims and 
outcomes. As well as trying to understand the impacts of its activities in different work streams, 
the evaluation also asked whether these activities together have created something greater 
than merely their sum. It looks at Harvest as an ecosystem that encourages food growing and 
all its benefits to flourish in Brighton & Hove. To evaluate this the following questions were 
considered:  

•	How	do	Harvest’s	many	strands	of	work	come	together?	And	what	does	this	enable	
Harvest to achieve that it would not otherwise? 
•	What	is	the	legacy	of	Harvest’s	first	four	years?

How do Harvest’s strands of work come together? 
Harvest approached it’s work and generated benefits at three different levels:
•	People	and	projects
•	Organisations	and	partnerships
•	The	city

People and projects 

Harvest’s support of food-growing projects 
has made it possible for many of the 
beneficial outcomes of growing to be 
realised. 
As discussed in work stream 1, supporting 
projects to set up is one element of this. 
Interviews with multiple stakeholders, and 
survey responses, suggest that the rate 
and number of growing projects in Brighton 
& Hove is higher than it would have been 
without Harvest. Harvest is therefore a 
catalyst for food growing in the city. 
Harvest has given individual projects 
multiple forms of practical support: help 
with access to land, finance, advertising 
for and coordinating volunteers, mentoring 
and training, and publicity. In addition to 
this practical support, by influencing policy, 
taking a lead on building mutual trust and 
working in partnership Harvest and the Food 
Partnership have developed the respect 
of a number of local institutions – such as 

the City Council and health services. As a 
consequence these institutions are more 
accommodating in supporting food-growing 
projects, knowing that with support from 
Harvest these projects are more viable. 
The MCM interviews explored whether other 
local or national organisations could provide 
this sort of support in place of Harvest. 
While some overlaps were seen to exist – for 
example, training on generic issues, like 
fundraising  – it was felt that there was no 
other organisation that provided the range 
of support, or that had the local knowledge 
(of local patterns of inequality, or local 
politics for example) to effectively target that 
support. 
This was seen as particularly important 
in supporting new projects, supporting 
projects that support people with high needs 
themselves, and projects that are less well 
resourced or have less voice. 
There was concern that having national 
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organisations or local non-food specialist 
organisations supporting food-growing 
projects would risk favouring larger, more-
established or less-demanding projects. 
This could undermine the aim of engaging 
and supporting a diversity of communities 
which is a critical part of the remit of the 
Food Partnership and of the Local Food Fund. 
By enabling more opportunities to grow food 
in the city, Harvest has also facilitated all of 
the benefits associated with food growing 
(see Figure 12), contributing to all of the 
elements that are crucial for food growing in 
the city to flourish.
The evaluation also asked volunteers about 
the benefits of volunteering. Responses 
included: 
•	Learning	and	sharing	knowledge
•	Better	employment	opportunities
•	Meeting	people,	developing	a	sense	of	

community
•	Mental	and	physical	wellbeing	

(including for people who experience 
mental health issues or difficult 
personal circumstances).

In-depth research based on interviews with 
six regular volunteers who had been working 
at the demonstration garden for between 
six months and four years investigated 
some of the mechanisms behind these 
benefits, particularly for people experiencing 
unemployment, mental health and substance 
addiction issues. 
Being outside, growing things and socialising 
sustained people, “grounding” them and 
enabling them to cope with difficulties 
in their lives. The task-based nature of 
growing meant that respondents could re-
focus away from detrimental thought and 
behaviour patterns, and put their energies 
into positive and achievable activities. By 
being valued by each other and achieving 
something together, a growing project gives 

According to respondents in the 
evaluation, the benefits of food 
growing include:
•	Improved	access	to	food	
•	Saving	money	on	food
•	Socialising
•	Improved	mental	and	

physical wellbeing
•	Community	cohesion	
•	A	sense	of	place	
•	Increased	confidence
•	New	skills
•	Environmental	benefits
•	Composting
•	Nice	spaces
•		Reduced	food	waste
•	Changes	in	behaviour
•	Learning	about	food	and	its	

origin

*All outcomes in the above 
diagram have been referred 
to as beneficial outcomes by 
respondents in the evaluation 
process (although this is not a 
comprehensive list).

Figure 12: Interdependent elements required for food 
growing, and its beneficial outcomes, to flourish 
in the city .
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people confidence too (Community Garden, 
Individual Impacts: The effects of community 
gardening on individual empowerment, 
Nieves,	University	of	Brighton,	2013).	Figure	
13	shows	the	impact	of	the	Harvest	demo	
garden on 50 visitors in the park who were 
interviewed for this evaluation (see page 22 
for more on the impact of the garden). 

This suggests that Harvest has had a wider 
cultural impact around food in the city at a 
personal or inter-personal level. 
As well as enabling new projects to start, 
Harvest supports existing projects. An MCM 
interviewee from a well-established project 
highlighted that by making some of the 
administration and processes of projects 
easier, Harvest enabled coordinators to focus 
on working with their volunteers and project 
users. 
Furthermore, by being the central contact for 
a network of food-growing projects, Harvest 
enables institutions and organisations who 
want to tap into the positive outcomes that 
growing fosters, to engage more easily with 
it. An MCM interviewee noted that, “people 
on disease pathways are increasingly being 
pushed towards engagement through 
gardens. This would become more difficult 

[were the Food Partnership to withdraw 
from supporting food growing in the city]. It 
would be a loss to the public health agenda, a 
backwards step… [if] they would have to go to 
individual projects”. 
At a wider level, developing new projects 
or enhancing access to existing projects 
were seen to offer the chance of reducing 
inequalities in the city. Particularly when 
they worked in areas of disadvantage, 
worked with marginalised people, offered the 
chance for access to cheaper food, improved 
opportunities for employment, enhanced 
aspirations and changing lifestyles (e.g. 
around health). 
There is still a lot to learn on how best to 
provide all the elements that are crucial for 
food growing to flourish (see Figure 12) . 
However, the evidence from this evaluation is 
that by addressing each of these elements at 
a local level, Harvest has made it possible for 
more people to experience the diverse and 
valuable benefits of being involved in growing 
food. 
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Results of being aware of the garden

A B C D E F G H I

A. Wasted less food
B. No impact
C. Started growing food
D. Changed how or what you grow
E. Made changes to the food you eat 

F. Bought more locally grown or produced food
G. Started composting
H. Volunteered at a community garden
I. Joined the Food Partnership

Figure 13: Result of being aware of the garden
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Organisations and partnerships

The Harvest programme is based on 
partnerships. It seeks to deliver its work 
through relationships which make it possible 
to achieve a more valuable outcome than 
could be achieved by organisations working 
independently. 
Harvest brought together a diverse range 
of partners including the Food Partnership, 
healthcare providers, statutory services, 
allotment owners, growing specialists, third-
sector organisations, community groups, 
food policy specialists and local policy-
makers. These in turn contributed expertise 
and resources around growing skills, land 
management, land access, planning, policy, 
economic resources, volunteer coordination, 
cultural capital, advertising and public 
engagement.
Depending on the work to be done partners 
took either leading or supporting roles. 
Harvest sometimes managed the funding, 
while a partner ensured delivery. In other 
cases Harvest and its partners delivered 
projects jointly. 

Specific benefits of this approach mentioned 
in the evaluation and MCM interviews 
included: 

•	Giving	Harvest	and	its	partners	
access to a broader range of people 
which provided more opportunities for 
behaviour change and engagement 
with diverse communities.
•	Introducing	food-related	topics	into	

organisations that did not previously 
consider food in their work  
•	Strengthening	and	developing	new	

or existing working relationships 
between partners that led to novel 
projects on food growing. (For 
example, FareShare waste being 
composted at Moulsecoomb Forest 
Garden, or Moulsecoomb Forest 
Garden, Brighton Permaculture Trust 
and Brighton & Hove City Council 
working together to develop the Keep 

Orchard) 
•	Improving	effectiveness	in	gaining	

funding and as a consequence 
increasing the opportunities to grow 
food in the city. 
•	Enhancing	partners’	confidence	

and giving them a feeling that their 
message is more mainstream.
•	Bringing	together	and	mobilising	

different and complementary skills, 
enabling partners to play to their own 
strengths.

 
Partnership working is not without its 
difficulties. While respondents were 
generally extremely positive about Harvest’s 
partnership approach and what it had 
enabled, some felt that improvements could 
be made too. This was partly related to the 
partnership itself being new and needing 
time to develop working relationships, trust 
and understanding. 
Overall as can be seen in the discussion in 
work	stream	3	the	partnership	approach	was	
a critical element to the delivery of Harvest 
and all of the work streams and as an 
underpinning principle of the work was key to 
the success of the project.

The city level

What makes Harvest special is its work at a 
city-wide level. A number of the benefits of 
this approach, for projects in particular, are 
covered under work stream 4, Coordinating 
and linking. Here the wider implications of 
this are considered.
The evaluation highlighted that developing 
food-growing projects often requires the 
coordination of locally contingent elements 
such as land ownership and access, water 
access, community consultation and legal 
issues. A focused organisation working at 
the city level can see the processes in their 
entirety and draw together the learning from 
each step, reapplying it to others. 
Reflecting on this a Council employee noted 
that, “a hundred people in the Council, for 
whom [an individual element is] a tiny bit of 
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their job, couldn’t coordinate in the same 
way”. By fulfilling this role, Harvest takes 
responsibility for problems and issues 
around food growing that would otherwise 
fall through the cracks. 
As well as coordination to develop growing 
projects, coordination is also seen as 
critical to developing a wider and coherent 
movement around food growing in the city. 
The city-wide approach has helped to spread 
the word which in turn inspires action. This 
would not have happened to the same extent 
if Harvest had concentrated only on individual 
projects, groups or neighbourhoods. 
Working at this scale has benefits in terms of 
momentum. 
Also, only by operating at a city-wide level 
Harvest has been able to influence the 
practices of many of the city’s statutory 
services, including Planning, Public Health, 
Parks and Allotments. 
The degree to which Harvest works at both 
the grassroots and at the strategic city level 
was very much valued by MCM respondents. 

Any scenarios in which this multi-level 
approach was reduced or lost were not 
as highly valued as those that maintained 
current levels of activity. 

Benefits of a multi-level approach include:  

•	Enhanced	legitimacy	for	projects	and	
growing as an activity, for example 
amongst policy makers.
•	Greater	transparency	of	local	

government for grassroots 
organisations. 
•	Increased	relevance	of	lobbying	

activity given that it is informed by 
first-hand engagement with the 
grassroots, leading to better strategic 
engagement and more supportive 
policies. 
•	Greater	respect	and	weight	given	

to the Food Partnership because 
of its unique positioning which 
has strengthened its position in 
supporting food as an issue locally. 

What is the legacy of Harvest’s first four years?
In summary the legacy of Harvest’s first four years can be seen in:

The projects themselves 

Achieving benefits by working through 
projects leaves the legacy of this work 
with the projects, not in a central office. 
There have also been a number of specific 
resources developed that will help sustain 
and support the set-up of future projects: 

•	The	demonstration	garden	in	Preston	
Park
•	The	exemplar	projects	
•	The	database	of	projects	which	can	

be replicated or provide inspiration
•	The	leases	and	protocols	that	have	

been set up to help with land access

The relationships between the Harvest 
partnership organisations

Harvest partners include food growers, 
policymakers, academics and community 
projects from a spectrum of conservative 
to radical backgrounds. It is only now, after 
four years that some of the partners are 
really beginning to work together well. The 
experience of working together once means 
that for some organisations there is an 
eagerness to do it again.
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The diversity of projects and initiatives

These illustrate the:
•	Different	land	types	that	can	be	

accessed and used.
•	Different	ways	to	engage	in	growing	
•	The	social	and	emotional	benefits	of	

involvement.
•	A	sufficient	diversity	of	projects	so	

that volunteers can find one that suits 
them. 

But are the food-growing projects developed 
self-sustaining? A virtuous cycle should 
exist between growing activity in the city, 
development of capacity in the city’s people 
and institutions, and the longer-term policies 
that already exist in city-wide strategies and 
plans. But does it?
To some degree yes. Some projects are 
volunteer-run and secure and can continue 
with little support. Others are larger, have 
become well established (or were before 
Harvest) and will continue to be afterwards.  
However, some projects, particularly those 
who support groups with high-level needs or 
who themselves need a lot of support, would 
currently struggle without a project like 
Harvest. 
Harvest has supported and undertaken a 
wide variety of activities, as this report has 
discussed. But what has Harvest done or 
helped create that will help to sustain the 
development of food growing in the city in the 
future?

Made food growing an expected 
agenda item

Harvest has given food growing a strong 
profile in the city, and through its work it 
has also given the city a national profile as 
being a leader in this area. It has put food 
growing on the agenda of the Council and a 
range of other institutions where it was not 
previously something that was considered. 
Food growing and its diverse benefits are 
now better understood and accepted. 

Created a city-wide food-growing 
community

It has linked people, projects and 
organisations together to create a strong 
food-growing community which can inspire, 
motivate and share learning. It has developed 
local skills, and there is evidence from the 
evaluation that people pass this knowledge 
on. Today there are more people developing 
their food-growing knowledge and skills and 
experiencing the benefits of growing.  

Given people and projects confidence 
in just what food growing can achieve 

“Confidence” was a strong theme that came 
through the evaluation interviews. Harvest’s 
activities, and its national profile, have 
legitimised a local activity, giving people the 
confidence to develop what they are doing. 
It has helped people and organisation to see 
that it really can produce positive indirect 
outcomes such as changes in behaviour, 
improved physical and mental health and 
wellbeing, socialisation, community cohesion 
and integration. 
Staff and some interviewees believe that 
there is still more work to do on targeting 
certain deprived groups, but four years down 
the line, Harvest staff feel in a much stronger 
position to do this, as well as to tackle larger 
land-use issues.

Big Dig
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What next?

The MCM interview process offered a number 
of scenarios for future Harvest work (see 
Appendix	3	for	full	details).	
One scenario offered an option of not having 
Harvest at all. This option did not score well 
at all. It was seen to lead to the survival 
of the fittest and the loss of a number of 
projects. A key issue was the loss of strategic 
links and coordination which underlie the 
achievement of many of the benefits that 
respondents associated with food growing in 
the city. Supporting food growing was seen 
as a core part of what the Food Partnership 
is about, with other organisations not having 
the expertise or the will to realise the 
breadth of benefits from supporting food 
growing that have been achieved to date 
through Harvest.  

The MCM process also asked what should 
happen next. The respondents had many 
different priorities for what any model 
supporting food growing should achieve and 
how. The model would need to:
•	Be	economically	feasible	
•	Promote	the	sustainability	of	food-

growing projects beyond the lifespan 
of any follow-on initiative 
•	Help	reduce	inequalities	and	benefit	

communities (not just individuals or 
projects)
•	Contribute	towards	developing	

sustainable food systems in the city.

There is a strong support for a model that:
•	increases	engagement	and	targets	

deprived communities
•	develops	capacity	and	resilience	in	

grassroots projects
•	diversifies	income	streams	for	the	

Food Partnership and projects but 
maintains balance in the organisation
•		builds	on	Harvest’s	legacy	and	

experience.

Assuming the Food Partnership wishes to 
continue to engage broadly, this highlights 
the need for balance in the design of any 
follow-up to Harvest – enabling multiple 
priorities to be met. 
The Food Partnership’s strengths are that it 
operates at both the grassroots and at the 
strategic level, linking the two), it is close 
to the communities it works with and it has 
important local knowledge. Any follow-
up model to Harvest should play to these 
strengths. 

1.1 Options to be appraised: 
Harvest II: This replicates the existing 
Harvest programme.
Top Down Giving: this option has the 
partnership reducing its project support 
role considerably, with most work being at 
a local strategic level only. Local projects 
are referred to national intermediary 
organisations for support. 
Grasroots benevolence: this option has the 
food partnership reducing its project support 
role slightly, and aims to strengthen existing 
food projects and improve their accessibility 
to new people, particularly ‘harder to reach’ 
groups. Slightly less strategic work is 
undertaken. 
Markets: this option is about exploring 
opportunities for being more enterprising 
and earning income both for the food 
partnership and the projects it supports.
Pull back: this option represents the food 
partnership pulling out from all growing 
promotion work in the city.

Criteria of importance: A first step in the 
MCM process was to think about factors 
against which you want to score the options – 

“The biggest legacy of what they are doing 
is that it’s an agenda item”  
                              - Council officer interview

Harvest demo garden volunteers
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Advice for other places: 
overall summary
Although projects in other towns and cities will face challenges unique to their own 
circumstances (such as availability of fertile land, demographics, local economy and politics) 
some of the lessons learnt by Harvest may have general application.

•	The	combination	of	a	city-wide	approach	and	providing	a	coordinating	and	linking	
function for projects can have valuable benefits.
•	Cross-sector	partnerships	take	time	to	develop,	but	ultimately	they	make	it	possible	

to achieve far more than individual projects or sectors can achieve on their own.
•	An	inclusive	approach	to	supporting	projects	can	support	the	rapid	growth	of	a	large	

and diverse community of food projects.
•	Demonstration	gardens	can	be	a	valuable	means	of	inspiring	other	food-growing	

projects and educating the public. 
•	Cultivate	strong	relationships	with	the	full	range	of	stakeholders	to	inform	opinions	

and get people to buy in to the idea of local food and food projects.
•	It	is	important	to	consider	what	the	legacy	is	and	make	sure	that	achieving	this	is	

embedded in your work.
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Appendix 2: List of interviewees

Interviewee Role Organisation Face to face / 
Phone

Alan Phillips Chair BHOGG (Brighton & Hove Organic Gardening Group)face to face   
Amyas Gilbert Youth Worker Moulescoomb Forest Garden face to face   
Barry Winchester Neighbourhood Investment 

Manager
Affinity Sutton telephone

Bryn Thomas Director Brighton Permaculture Trust face to face 
Clare Horrell Big Dig Coordinator Sustain telephone
Elona Hoover Research Officer, Sustainable 

Development Coordination Unit
University of Brighton telephone

Elspeth Broady Coordinator London Road Station Partnership Garden telephone
Emily Humphries Coordinator Brighton Unemployed Centre Families Project Allotmenttelephone
Emma Houldsworth Coordinator Plot 22 telephone
Francesca Iliffe Sustainability Officer (Planning) Brighton & Hove City Council telephone
Garry Meyer Ranger Manager Brighton & Hove City Council telephone
Gary Johnson Volunteer Harvest demo garden face to face   
Gillian Marston Head of City Infrastructure Brighton & Hove City Council telephone
Jeanette Thrysson Coordinator Bevendean Community Garden telephone
Jessica Hamilton Valuer, Estates Department Brighton & Hove City Council telephone
Julia McKay Coordinator Fork & Dig It face to face   
Josie Jeffries Director Seedfreedom telephone
Matt Hewes Access Manager ex-Brighton & Hove City Council telephone
Nick Mosley Director Brighton & Hove Food & Drink Festival written submission
Saskia Wesnigk-Wood Coordinator Portslade Community Allotment telephone
Simon Powell Coordinator Whitehawk Community Food Project face to face 
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List of MCM interviewees

Interviewee Role Organisation
Adam Batchelor Project Officer, City Clean Brighton & Hove City Council
Alan Phillips Chair BHOGG (Brighton & Hove Organic Gardening Group)
Alan Rae Chairman Fletching Glasshouses
Alistair Hill Consultant in Public Health Brighton & Hove City Council
Ben Reynolds Network Director Sustain
Bryn Thomas Director Brighton Permaculture Trust
Fabia Bates Skills Exchange Development Manager Brighton & Hove Community & Voluntary Sector Forum
Francesca Iliffe Sustainability Officer (Planning) Brighton & Hove City Council
Hedvig Murray Self-employed Permaculture designer, trainer and consultant
James Kirwan Reader in Food Studies and Society University of Gloucester
Mark Wheddon Programme Manager Royal Society of Wildlife Trusts (Local Food Fund)
Thurstan Crockett Head of Sustainability & Environmental Policy Brighton & Hove City Council
Warren Carter Coordinator Moulescoomb Forest Garden
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 Appendix 3: Location of survey respondents
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Appendix 4:  
Background on Multi-Criteria Mapping
1.1 Options to be appraised: 
Harvest II: This replicates the existing Harvest programme.
Top Down Giving: this option has the partnership reducing its project support role considerably, 
with most work being at a local strategic level only. Local projects are referred to national 
intermediary organisations for support. 
Grasroots benevolence: this option has the food partnership reducing its project support role 
slightly, and aims to strengthen existing food projects and improve their accessibility to new 
people, particularly ‘harder to reach’ groups. Slightly less strategic work is undertaken. 
Markets: this option is about exploring opportunities for being more enterprising and earning 
income both for the food partnership and the projects it supports.
Pull back: this option represents the food partnership pulling out from all growing promotion 
work in the city.

Criteria of importance: A first step in the MCM process was to think about factors against which 
you want to score the options – i.e. what is it important that any programme to support food 
growing achieves, or is characterised by? This was done initially by the Food Partnership itself 
who decided on three factors (or criteria) they wanted all the respondents to consider. These 
criteria were: 

•	Economic	feasibility	of	any	support	programme	(i.e.	is	it	fundable?);	
•	Narrowing	inequalities	(economic,	social,	health-related	and	including	access	to	food	projects	
and local food); 
•	Suitability	for	the	Food	Partnership	(i.e.	is	the	Food	Partnership	best	placed	to	drive	these	
activities?). 

We then asked respondents about their own priorities for a future support programme. 
Altogether 41 different criteria were developed by respondents. Where there were 
commonalities between these criteria, they were then grouped by the evaluators into themes. In 
descending order of importance they were: 

•	Community	level	benefits;
•	Project	level	sustainability	(i.e.	to	what	degree	is	the	long-term	sustainability	of	projects	
supported beyond the immediate funding period?)
•	Food	system	sustainability
•	Food	production	and	consumption
•	Personal	change	(i.e.	the	potential	for	different	options	to	bring	about	changes	at	the	personal	
level in relation to food, food growing and the natural world)
•	Environmental	sustainability
•	Profile	of	the	Food	Partnership
•	Livelihoods	(i.e.	the	potential	to	help	generate	incomes	and	therefore	livelihoods)
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1.2 How respondents scored the different options:

This chart shows how each option scored altogether – taking into account all the respondent’s 
reactions and across all the different criteria by which people judged each option. Some of the 
underlying drivers for how options performed are discussed beneath the chart. This shows that 
the Grassroots benevolence model scored best on the whole, although there is considerable 
overlap with Harvest II and the optimistic scores for markets. 
 

HARVEST II: scored relatively well in general, although it was not seen to be strongly 
economically feasible, and was also seen as weaker than grassroots benevolence and markets 
on issues around food production, sustainable food systems, environmental sustainability and 
the longevity of projects. Questions were raised around the ability of a model like Harvest’s to be 
sustained into the future, the degree to which it focuses on building resilience in projects, and 
whether it could further integrate its service provision with other providers.

However, its strengths lie in the view that, like Harvest, it will be successful in engaging people 
in food growing with the benefits this brings around reducing inequalities, community level 
benefits & bringing together elements of the food system. The expertise in the Harvest team, 
its local focus, respect and partnership structure will help to deliver these benefits. A critical 
characteristic that was valued across a range of criteria was its dual focus on policy level activity 
and engagement with the grassroots. 

TOP DOWN GIVING: This option clearly scored less favourably than Harvest, Grassroots 
Benevolence and Markets, albeit with some overlap with the latter.  Its strength was seen in 
its strategic engagement, which was seen as central to realising many outcomes favoured by 
respondents – reducing inequalities, sustainable food systems, community level outcomes. 
However, doing this without parallel engagement with the grassroots meant it lost its knowledge 
of the local situation and therefore its relevance. It also risked losing local partners with whom 
the FP has delivered its work. There was also a fear that its withdrawal from supporting projects 
would favour stronger projects or neighbourhoods.

GRASSROOTS BENEVOLENCE: This option was generally relatively high scoring, particularly 
with regards suitability for the Food Partnership, narrowing inequalities, economic feasibility 
and community level outcomes. It also scored well for criteria relating to environmental 
sustainability and food production/consumption.  
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The strengths of this model were seen to lie in its strong grassroots engagement which in turn 
enables access to food growing by new groups of people, associated community level benefits, 
and benefits for projects in terms of volunteer numbers and resilience.  Respondents liked that 
it progressed what Harvest has started. Through its proactive targeting of the harder to reach & 
disadvantaged, it was also seen to chime with the local policy environment.

The main weakness of this model was its partial withdrawal from strategic engagement 
meaning less ability to embed long-term and/or system-level change.

MARKETS: The broader range of scores that Markets received reflects the uncertainty 
respondents felt about (a) the ability of the Food Partnership to deliver this kind of model given 
its expertise, experience and the viability of the business model (b) the volatile and uncertain 
nature of markets (c) the economic climate currently (d) the low margins that food retail brings 
and competition from mainstream players. 

The weaknesses of this model were seen in concern that there is a trade-off between 
monetising food growing and favouring projects/groups of people who are already ‘strong’ 
– i.e. the better off, more established projects or neighbourhoods. This option scored better 
with regards its ability to link issues and institutions in new ways, and its potential to promote 
sustainable food systems. Importantly, rather than markets working independently of the Food 
Partnership, a key role it should play would be in the coordinating of groups operating within the 
market – e.g. on pricing, capabilities and who is offering what. There was a view across many 
respondents that some form of moving away from such strong reliance on grant funding was 
favourable it itself, but also favoured by the current policy & funding environment. 

PULL BACK: This option did not score well at all. It was seen to lead to the survival of the fittest 
and the loss of a number of projects. A key issue was the loss of strategic links and coordination 
that the Food Partnership brings and which underlie achieving many of the benefits respondents 
associated with food growing in the city. Supporting food growing was seen as a core part of 
what the Food Partnership is about, with other organisations not having the expertise or will to 
realise the breadth of benefits from supporting food growing that have been achieved to date 
(not withstanding that the Food Partnership could potentially integrate its offering more closely 
with other local organisations).   

1.3 An ‘ideal’ model? 

Respondents were also asked whether there was an ‘ideal’ model that could be developed from 
amongst the options presented. In general people felt that much of the grassroots benevolence 
model, with the strategic strength of Harvest and parts of the markets model (i.e. diversifying 
income streams) would make an ‘ideal’ model for supporting food growing as an activity and 
policy issue in the city. This had the following characteristics that respondents favoured:

•	It	pushes	the	Food	Partnership	beyond	Harvest,	particularly	with	more	targeting	of	harder	to	
reach groups, capacity building at the grassroots and greater integration of food growing with 
the ec nomy. 
•	It	diversifies	income	streams	which	is	more	resilient	over	the	longer	term.
•	It	maintains	the	multi-level	approach	of	the	Food	Partnership’s	support	for	food	growing,	
enabling for strategic engagement and representation and linking of the grassroots and the 
Council. This embeds change for the longer-term and maintains a key element of the Food 
Partnership’s work around engagement. 

Rebecca White, Research Fellow, University of Sussex.
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